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Herman Potgieter fishing the picturesque Jan du Toit's stream near Worcester.
Photograph by Stephen Dugmore.
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Editorial

Compiled by Ed Herbst
RIP
he Cape Piscatorial Society is saddened by and pays tribute to two fly fishers who
have died in the past year, Bob Crass and René Maree. Both contributed articles to
Piscator.

T

The former head of the Natal Parks Board, Dr
George Hughes, in his funeral eulogy, paid
justifiable tribute to Bob who was, for many
years, chief scientific officer for the NPB. "Bob’s
contribution to trout angling is legendary. He
promoted the sport, monitored the rivers and
catches and planned and supervised the building
of the many hatcheries provided by the Natal
Parks Board, the finest of which was the Kamberg Hatchery. He gave his knowledge without
any thought of reward to private developers of
trout hatcheries and was just a little disappointed
when they, as a body, called for the Board to close
down its own hatcheries as they were 'unfairly
competing' with the private sector.
"He was instrumental in the establishment of
the Natal Fly Fishers Club and a committee
member for years, an enthusiastic member of the
Underberg-Himeville Trout Fishing Club and
willingly made his skills and knowledge available
to many other enthusiasts. On retirement he spent
10 years as the secretary and manager of the UHTFC and was a well loved port-of-call for
many of us visiting the area to angle.
"As a Fisheries Biologist Bob made many contributions to our knowledge of freshwater
fishes, in what was then Natal, culminating in 1964 with the publication of his book, The
Freshwater Fishes of Natal. However his enduring love for the trout, above all other
freshwater species, was demonstrated by his commitment to sharing the joys of this
marvellous fish with as many people as possible and his weekly angling reports became
an institution eventually metamorphosing in 1971into his delightful book Trout Fishing in
Natal wherein he immortalised his belief in the 'well known ability of dead fish to grow
faster than live ones'! His best known book was Trout in South Africa, published in 1986.
"I cannot recall him ever losing his temper nor using stronger expressions than 'Gosh', 'Well
I’m damned'and 'Nonsense'.
"Not even, I might add, when the appalling, and interminably ongoing, 'anti-trout' campaign
began to gather steam. Bob, along with many others, was accused of promoting mythology
4
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when pointing out the positive benefits of trout and above all the fact that many of
the great conservationists in South Africa were trout anglers of note. The inheritors of the
incredible success of nature conservation in South Africa should not forget this. South Africa
has developed, through its conservation bodies, one of the greatest and most successful
wildlife industries in the world. The fact that this success is based on sustainable use, a
cornerstone of any successful trout fishery, must not be overlooked and especially not by
'single-issue' campaigners pushing their own particular crusade."
CPS member, Malcolm Johnston, sent this obituary to René Maree: "René was 93 when
he died and had been a member of the Society for more than four decades. He served on
various committees including stocking and development, functions and the general committee.
"René’s favourite haunts were, Kogel Creek Steenbras Reservoir, where he caught rainbow,
brown and brook trout. He also fished the Smalblaar, Holsloot and Rietvlei Dam in the
Koue Bokkeveld. He also made numerous trips to Barkley East where he fished these
streams and dams with the Mollentze family.
"René leaves his wife Dawn and two grandchildren."
Wasps
In his recently published book, Fly fishing in the Smoky Mountains National Park, Jim
Casada says: "Without any question, the single most productive colour when it comes to
catching trout in the southern Appalachians is yellow."
Does this have any relevance to small stream fly fishing in South Africa? Not really,
because the Smoky Mountain small streams contain brook trout which are notoriously
susceptible to fancy flies and South African streams contain rainbow and brown trout.
Here is what Gary LaFontaine said about yellow flies in The Dry Fly New Angles
(Greycliff Publishing Company, 1990) "Yellow, like red, has other associations in a trout's
mind that are as important as colour intensity. With bright yellow, however, it is a negative
instead of a positive connection. In nature pure yellow, not some weaker off-shade, is a
warning mechanism. No insect wears it to be subtle, since yellow is usually an intense
colour."
Martin Langlands, a New Zealand guide writes: "Well I remember in the 1970's watching
a brown trout rising to dries from a high bridge. To my amazement I saw the trout rise and
take a wasp. A few seconds later the trout resurfaced trying to dislodge the wasp from its
mouth. STUNG!! So yellow does carry a warning relating to wasp and bee stings."
Deon Stamer: "My wife and I were staying in a cottage on the farm Gevonden near
Rawsonville. One afternoon we took a walk up the mountain along a little tributary. We
found a lovely pool not two metres in diameter at which we stopped. The pool was full of
little bass.
"Intrigued I started to find little insects to feed them. Ants, beetles and grasshoppers were
the menu. The fish were taking them gratefully.
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"Then I saw a hornet, with a yellow and black abdomen, struggling in the water in a run
above the pool. I helped it out of the water and flicked it into my pet bass pond and here
was the interesting thing. They dashed up to take it as with the other insects but then turned
away. It was clear they wanted it but they seemed to recognize it as being dangerous.
"Eventually it was evident that they were trying to drown it. They would drag it under,
shaking their heads and then letting it go. A fish then took it with purpose and swam
away but clearly was stung because it stopped dead in its tracks and spat it out.
"Another fish dashed in and ate the hornet and that was that.
"It was quite clear that something about the hornet made them take it very gingerly. One
wonders whether these fish had previously had an unpleasant experience with hornets or
was it perhaps the colouring that made them wary. My guess is that colour plays a huge
role in how a fish reacts to an insect and thus a fly."
Peter Brigg: "I have, with interest, on more than one occasion, watched a wasp/hornet
being washed down in the stream without any apparent interest by the trout. Perhaps this
is because they have been stung before and somehow recognise the shape and colour 'once bitten (stung) twice shy', as they say! On the other hand, watch a struggling hopper even one with a yellow abdomen with black markings - and there is a pretty good chance
it won't make it across the pool.
"Is it a matter of recognition built of familiarity? Shape plays a major role apart from other
triggers in my view."
Camo
Many, if not most, Society members who fish Western Cape streams wear khaki shirts and
trousers but, given the fact that the background is often dark green, is this the best choice
of clothing? In the extract, Approaching Fish by Lefty Kreh it would seem that khaki can
often diminish success. The question came up when Society member, Deon Stamer noticed
how reflective his khaki shirt was in the accompanying photograph. He then told me an
intriguing tale. It seems that when Mark Krige and Sean Mills were fishing a small stream
for yellowfish for their DVD on this subject, Mark, wearing a khaki shirt, sat in a gap in the
reeds as a feeding shoal of yellowfish approached him. When they were about ten metres
from him, they bolted. Intrigued, he donned a a camouflage outfit worn by bow hunters
and returned to the spot. This time, the fish approached so closely that he could have
touched them. The shirt had a textured surface. Even though a shirt is of a colour that
blends with the background, if it has a smooth finish it could reflect light.
Many anglers wear brightly coloured scarves or backpacks with brightly coloured panels
and the question is do you want to look good in photographs or do you want to catch
fish?
Mark Krige, who took the South African junior team to the world fly fishing championships,
says that in Europe where the leaves change colour in autumn, the European teams change
their clothing to match these background changes. And what about mirrored sunglasses fatal.
6
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Deon Stamer lands a trout on the Smalblaar with one of his beautiful nets. Note the
way in which his smoothly textured, khaki shirt reflects the light and stands out
against the dark green vegetation behind him.
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Approaching Fish
"The colour of clothing worn can be important. This lesson was impressed upon me the
first time I fished with John Goddard of England perhaps the best all-around trout fisherman
I have known. I was his guest on the Kennett a famous chalk stream in England. This is a
slow moving limestone type stream, bordered by huge, ancient trees and lush, grassy
banks. Getting out of the car I donned my fly-fishing gear and John very politely asked, 'Is
that the only vest you have with you?' I answered, 'Yes, is there something wrong with it?'
John emphasised that my khaki coloured vest would alert fish. That day I did not do nearly
as well as John. The next day he lent me one of his dark green vests, which blended with
the surroundings and I scored so much better. It made me more aware of clothing to match
the background.” (Lefty Kreh on the Little River Journal website, http://
littleriveroutfitters.com).
Rod flash
Vision and Refraction, the third in the series, The Underwater World of Trout by Wendell
'Ozzie' Ozefovich, distributed in South Africa by Craig Thom (www.netbooks.co.za), has
occasioned a great deal of debate in local fly fishing circles. Through the use of underwater
cameras it shows what trout see of anglers and graphically illustrates how rod flash and
anglers wearing khaki clothes against a background of dark vegetation can reduce catches.
The footage of light bouncing off a fly rod as the angler casts is a revelation it looks like
tracer rounds being fired against a night sky.
This undoubtedly has a profound effect on angling success. Tom Sutcliffe experienced the
effects of a graphite rod (Winston) in this regard when he was watching a fish feeding hard
in a very clear stream (upper Bokspruit on Basie Vosloo's farm, Gateshead, in Barkly East).
The moment he lifted the rod the fish bolted and this could only have been as a result of
a reflection of light from the rod being bounced off the water in front of the fish and back
into its eyes.
Cape Town guide, Tim Rolston, has long warned about the deleterious effects of rod flash
and, to remove the glint of rod varnish, recommends steel wool which is used for rubbing
down furniture. He wets it first.
Highly varnished split cane rods can be even worse than carbon fibre rods in this regard,
becoming six-sided mirrors. Stephen Boshoff goes for about two dozen coats of tung oil,
each of which is allowed to dry. This is as effective as varnish but not so reflective. On the
carbon fibre rods he built for me, he used khaki, matteaerosol hobby paint which also had
the advantage of making the rod show up better in photographs.
G E M Skues in The Way of a Trout with a Fly, (A & C Black, 1921) said: "It would not
perhaps be the worst guess that could be made if one were to hazard that blue was the
colour to which trout are the least sensitive.
"It is the colour of sky and cloud, the background against which they see their food.
"The reference to a neutral grey recalls a greenheart rod of mine made by Farlow and
painted heron-blue, and its extraordinary invisibility to the trout. Again and again I have
held it over a trout lying under my bank, and have waved it to and fro without scaring him
8
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The editor with a Scott 1-weight made by Capetonian Stephen Boshoff. To reduce rod
flash it is sprayed with a matte-khaki paint and uses black, light-wire snake guides.

Stephen Boshoff uses tung oil rather than varnish on his hexagonal split cane rods to
reduce the reflection of light from its six sides.
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until I showed myself, and it certainly seemed as if it were of a colour to which the trout
was almost insensible. I remember speculating at the time whether it was by reason of his
scheme of coloration that the heron was able to get within striking distance of the fish.”
Aliwal North rod builder, Mario Geldenhuys, www.customflyrods.co.za, has a modern-day
approach "Go to the best panelbeater/automotive sprayshop you can find - have them
wetsand the blank and prime it with a thin coating of 2K primer- which, ironically, is slategray."
Leader flash
Mark Krige reports that when he took photographs of the South African Junior Fly Fishing
team casting, he was surprised at the amount of light being reflected from leaders. He dulls
his leaders with toothpaste and foam pot-scrubbing pads saying that the toothpaste has a
mild abrasive which is very effective for this purpose.
eBook
Cape Town’s foremost fly fishing guide, Tim Rolston, whose articles have often appeared
in Piscator in the past, has produced an 'eBook' on fly tying.
Tom Sutcliffe reviewed it on his website, www.tomsutcliffe.co.za.: "In this his latest book,
Tim Rolston brings us one of the most engaging, ingenious and comprehensive introductions
to learning the many arts of fly tying I have ever encountered. Embracing three pillars
(drawings, text and video), all simultaneously inter-active on your pc screen, this book is
surely a first of its kind in the world. I found it a comprehensive, lucid and fascinating
introduction to fly tying and have no hesitation in endorsing it as an invaluable tool for
beginners and advanced fly tiers alike. There are 80 full colour graphics, 30 video clips,
over 20 tying techniques and a step by step guide to 14 different patterns! But it is the way
the text, the drawings and the videos all so neatly and efficiently interact that you will find
so useful and absorbing.
"This will be the first in a series of Tim’s eBooks on fly tying that will eventually include future editions on the following subjects: Small Stream Dry Flies, Spun Duns and
Comparaduns, Tying Deer Hair Patterns and Fly Tying Guide Flies.
"The book is now available on pre-order from http://www.inkwaziflyfishing.co.za/ at
R199.00 initially including postage. The book will also be available from the Net Books online book store (http://www.netbooks.co.za/) and selected retail outlets.
Nets
The most beautiful landing nets in the world are made, not surprisingly, in Japan, a country
where beautiful wooden artefacts are revered. Nets made by companies like Rinsui,
Silkywood and Club Parashutar are exquisite and inspired three local artists in wood,
Stephen Boshoff and Deon Stamer in Cape Town and Mario Geldenhuys in Aliwal North
to follow these examples, often using indigenous woods. You can see examples of Mario's
work and find his contact details on his website www.customflyrods.co.za. A story by
Deon Stamer on his nets was carried in the last issue of Piscator and his contact details are:
deonstamer@gmail.com / 083 3091220.
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Artist Paddy Starling at work on a painting of the editor based on a photograph taken
by Tom Sutcliffe.

Stephen Boshoff can be contacted at: Stephen @oda.co.za /0823767381. Pictures of all
these nets can be found on www.tomsutcliffe.co.za.
Art
The editor was fortunate to be the recipient of a painting by artist Paddy Starling, one of
South Africa’s leading landscape artists, which was sponsored by friends. You can see
more of Paddy’s work at www.paddystarling.co.za .
Custom flies
If you have come up with a pattern - and Deon Stamer’s Foam - Winged Paraklink and
Stephen Boshoff's Two-Feather Dun come to mind - but don't have the time or the energy
to tie them, help is at hand. Simon Mataka, a professional fly tyer who has moved to
Cape Town from Malawi, can replicate any pattern you have in mind. Craig Thom of the
Stream- X fly shop in Milnerton takes up the story: "Some of the best things in life arrive
with compliments of serendipity, and it was serendipity that brought Simon to the attention
of Cape Town's fly fishing community. Simon had trained and worked as a fly tyer in
Malawi and found himself unemployed after he and his wife moved to South Africa. His
wife's employer had the idea of setting him up with a vise and materials so he could sell
flies to the fly shops. Unfortunately for him and fortunately for local fly fishers, flies are
quite cheap and so it wasn't a viable proposition. After a few phone calls and referrals his
employer ended up speaking to me, and we decided that the best course of action would be
to employ Simon on a wage basis, with an incentive to work efficiently. This has worked
out well and we now have stock of flies that aren't usually commercially available, e.g. soft
hackles and Czech nymphs. Simon is available to tie custom flies on demand and will also
be working at the Upstream fly shop in Wynberg."
11
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Malawian fly tyer, Simon Mataka, tying flies to order in Craig Thom’s Stream-X fly
shop in Milnerton.

WTA turns twenty
The Wild Trout Association in the North Eastern Cape Highlands was started on 18 April
1991 as a means of creating a mutually rewarding link between farmers and flyfishers and
it now administers more than 200 kms of water within an hour’s drive of Rhodes with more
water further afield.
The public launch of the WTA was held in Barkly East the following year ( Spoornet/
FOSAF Trout Expo a great success, Piscator No 124, July, 1992). The Association
organises day ticket fishing for visitors, giving 70% of the rod fee to the riparian owner and
retaining the rest for admin and marketing costs.
That decision was vindicated by a recent study by Dr Marius du Preez and Deborah Lee of
the economics department at the Nelson Mandela University in Port Elizabeth. It
concluded that fly fishing tourism in Rhodes plays a beneficial role in an area where poverty is
endemic and most of the residents are unemployed. According to the data collected by du
Preez and Lee, some 700 fly fishers visit Rhodes during the traditional angling season and
contribute almost six million rand a year to the Rhodes economy. In the process 39 jobs
have been created.
The Association is based at the Walkerbouts Inn in Rhodes and more information can be
obtained at www.wildtrout.co.za and by typing 'tom sutcliffe' and 'dave walker' into your
computer’s search engine.
12
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Winter fly fishing in Rhodes
Earlier this year, it was proposed that the streams and rivers administered by the Wild Trout
Association (WTA) remain open during the winter months to allow enthusiasts to fish for
rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) during the 'closed season'. In South Africa it has
long been a tradition to stop angling from June 1 to August 31 as this was assumed to be the
trout breeding season when they should be left undisturbed. The proposal was duly circulated
to various members and luminaries in the world of ichthyology and fly fishing.
The motivation for this proposal was based on the following:

 On behalf of farmers, the WTA administers more than a thousand kilometres of river

and streams which experience relatively low angling traffic;

 Redds will therefore not come under any significant threat as there is minimal fishing

pressure on WTA waters;

 Over-breeding in these rivers and streams is evident in most seasons;
 Rainbow trout breed according to prevailing conditions unrelated to human calendars,

particularly in an area where unseasonal weather extremes are common;

 Most anglers practise catch and release so pressure on the existing stocks is low, other

than for poaching in some sections e.g. at Rhodes, however despite this pressure, a few
bigger fish have been taken on this water thus confirming the concept that where there
are fewer fish, they grow bigger;

13
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Sharland Urquhart fishing the Wild Trout Association water on the Bell River in
Rhodes during a heavy snow storm.
 Beats that reflect a negative impact due to winter fishing can be closed or managed

accordingly;

 Pre-and prevailing winter weather conditions will determine the 'fishability of WTA

waters;

 Protective legislation relating to trout no longer exists.

Advantages

 The population may well be reduced by winter fishing thereby alleviating pressure on

the food resource;

 Decreased numbers will result in more bigger fish analogy: '100 sheep on 1 hectare do

not fare as well as 1 sheep on 100ha';

 Allowing winter fishing will result in more fly fishing visitors;
 Increasing the number of fly fishing visitors will contribute to local economic development.

Conclusion
After a consultation process with qualified people in a wide range of relevant disciplines, it
was concluded that the advantages clearly outweigh the disadvantages.
14
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An article, Fly Fishing Rhodes and Barkly in Mid Winter by Gijsbert Hoogendoorn can
be found on www.tomsutcliffe.co.za.
CDC and foam
Cape Town rod and net maker, Stephen Boshoff, provided the accompanying drawing
of his innovative dry fly which combines CDC and a material to which Gary LaFontaine
attributed exceptional fish-attracting qualities-translucent ethafoam packing material. He
says the designs aims were:
 A minimalist fly for freestone
streams.
 Creating a wide profile (which
LaFontaine maintained was
effective in persuading deep lying
fish to rise) while retaining
delicacy.
 A RAB-like, slow decent.
 A fly which lands right-side up
every time.
The feather shafts form the body and
tail. Foam adds floatability and reflects
light onto the wings. The feather
calamus (quill) provides a nice accent
at the tip of the tails. Hook Light wire/
barbless #12-16
Steps:
1. Select two equal-sized CDC feathers
and clean the barbs from two-thirds of
the base of the quill.
2. Tie the feathers in at the mid-point of the hook shank, splaying the quills 30 degrees
from the hook shank (as recommended by Vincent Marinaro) to support the fly effectively
and to create the aerodynamics which ensure that the fly lands correctly on each cast.
3. Cut the ethafoam into a strip 3-5 mm wide.
4. Tie in the foam support wing - Oliver Edwards style - between the CDC wings.
5. Cock the CDC wings and cut the foam support wings to shape. Cover the tie-in point
beneath the wings with a very sparse application of dubbing or use the split-thread technique
to create a parachute of CDC barbs to simulate the legs of the mayfly.
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News from the forums
Compiled by Craig Thom
Leopards
t seems that leopard sightings are becoming quite common on our streams lately, which
can only be good news. The Cape Leopard Trust has camera traps on several sites
around the DuToit's Kloof mountains and some of the these are quite close to some CPS
beats on the Elandspad and Witte. Most of the leopards on these 'beats' are well known
and have been tagged with names, like 'Doc Martin' who frequents the Witte valley. For
more info see http://www.capeleopard.org.za.

I

In mid-December Hugh Orr and his dad were fishing Beat 4 of the Elandspad when they
spotted a leopard upstream, which while standing on rock, had a drink, looked at them
then slunk away.
Stanton Hector spotted some fresh claw marks on the trunk of the tree close to the
EP3 turnoff path.
In January some members spotted a leopard crossing the N1 in DuToit's Kloof in
broad daylight.
There have also been suspected leopard pug marks spotted around Lakenvlei a few times.
River cleanups
In October Matt Zilliox suggested a clean up of the Smalblaar 6 and Elandspad 1 areas as
the day trippers leave a lot of garbage behind, especially disposable nappies. A date was
arranged (6 Feb.) and nine members showed up and managed to remove a full bakkie load
of rubbish. This included underpants, t-shirts, a g-string, and broken bottles. A follow up
clean was arranged in February, where a smaller team managed seven bags of trash.
Smalblaar beat six - day trippers and poachers
The fact that we share the rivers with hikers has never presented a problem, but the
problem of picnickers and poachers leaves a bad taste in the mouth. There are also
Rastafarians on the river who are, fortunately, vegetarians and have permission to collect
herbs in the area.
Day trippers and picnickers wouldn't be such a problem if they cleaned up after themselves
and took the pink knickers home with them, but this seems to be rare. It seems there is a
rough element involved and many a fisherman has left the river in a nervous state. Smashing
bottles seems to be the fashion amongst these groups, for fun rather than just breaking one
to smoke their 'bottleneck'. Other visitors are harmless church groups who perform baptisms
in the rivers.
The results of the day trippers can largely be cleaned up afterwards, but the effects of the
poachers (mainly spin-fishermen) cannot be reversed. Fortunately they usually target the
pools, but unfortunately leave their rubbish behind and take home the fish. On the positive
16
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A Cape Piscatorial Society clean-up party on the banks of the Smalblaar River (above)
with some of the angling-related objects which they found (below).
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side the rivers are getting a good stocking very season to counter the fish being removed
(see next chapter).
While there haven't been any serious incidents over the season, someone returned to their
car and found a stranger inside, so as always it pays to be alert. Cape Nature has heeded
our calls and there are now regular checks and they have a vehicle at the parking lot on
most weekends.
Stockies
Last season Jade dos Santos was surprised to land a brown trout on Smalblaar 6. Suddenly
there were browns all over the upper Smalblaar and the Elandspad. What transpired was
that there was an 'escape' from the farm on the upper Smalblaar during some high water.
In December this season Andre Blignaut reported the first 'humungous finless mutant
stupid stockie rainbows of 45cm'. Again we were blessed with a free stocking. Seeing as it
was the 25th of December, perhaps it could be considered a 'Xmas stocking'.
Pollution from fish farms
While we have the benefit of free stockies from the fish farms, the outflow from these
farms can be a problem. I personally had a day's fishing on the Smalblaar ruined when
dirty water from the farm put the fish right off. Others have reported similar problems,
especially when the dams are being cleaned.
Fires and Hakea control
In March a lightning strike caused a fire in the DuToit's Kloof mountains. It initially burnt
towards Paarl, but the wind shifted and it came down to the Elandspad valley, burning that
which hadn't burnt during a fire earlier in the year. From there it proceeded towards the
Holsloot and burnt out that valley as well.
Unfortunately the very bushed in areas of the Holsloot did not burn, so entering and exiting
the river is still problematic. The big piles of driftwood on beat 6 are now gone, so exiting
this beat is a lot easier now. The fist guys to fish the river after the fire found a lot of snakes
in the remaining vegetation.
The fact that the rampant Hakea burnt during the fire means that it will spread to a larger
area afterwards. Cape Nature do have a plan though, and one that requires prompt action
as soon as the new seedlings sprout. Wheat bran inoculated with the fungus Colletotricum
gloeosporoides is to be air dropped on the seedlings in early winter, which causes them to
die back. Hopefully this will be successful.
Barbel and Eel
In January Ian Lourens and Rudolf Mouton were fishing Elandspad beat 1 and sighted
a barbel (sharptoothed catfish).
Ian said: “... can confirm the first sighting of Barbel! About 70cm in length and just below
the weir. After our session we returned to the pool to remove some bass. I killed one and
returned it to the water. Next moment the eel took the dead bass from the surface. Amazing
stuff. Then the barbel returned from its dark 'space' and troubled the eel for its meal ... this
is not good news at all! Could this be the beginning of the end? And where are those
18
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individuals that keep saying that barbel and carp WILL NOT make it up into our system
and those that do will never survive? That barbel was very healthy!"
Rudolph said: “The morning of the sighting was nothing special. Ian and I fished slowly
up the beat and caught a few fish up to the weir. At the weir, Ian positioned himself on the
big boulder on the right (facing upstream) and hooked into a few fish. I was fishing on the
left and decided to move over to the right. I was standing at the back of the boulder when I
saw a MASSIVE(in EP standards) fish swimming towards me. First thought was - Bugger,
that's a HUGE trout...no, it's a bass, but why does it have whiskers? That's when it
dawned on me. I called Ian over and he confirmed it. Unfortunately the battery on his
camera died, and the Sanyo I used did not snap the pics we thought it did. Ian was standing
right over it at one stage taking the pics and the barbel was not fazed at all.
A short while later we had the privilege of witnessing one of nature's special moments: Ian
was standing on the boulder. He caught and disposed of a bass. The bass ended up back
in the stream, but as it floated past the big boulder, a dark shape snaked its way up the
side of the boulder. It opened its yellow mouth, took the bass and headed back down to its
hiding place. There it rolled over a couple of times, wedging the bass into the hole. At that
moment, the barbel reappeared, trying its best to get hold of the bass, but to no avail. It was
quite restless and eager to get a piece of the bass! Couple of minutes later, and the action
was over. The barbel went back to its hole and so did the eel.”
Catfish were also spotted in the lower Witte by Gerwyn Wilsnach.
Big Fish
The rivers continue to provide some big fish surprises, but sadly the average fish size in
Lakenvlei has diminished. There has been a lot of speculation on the forums regarding the
reasons.
Ralph Morton pulled a 23 inch brown out of the Witte during a day that produced many
fish for him. In October Chris Swanepoel got a 17" and 18" rainbow trout out of Beat 2 on
the Smalblaar. He also got a 16" brown trout that looks like it was a stockie. A 19" brown
was pulled out of the sluices below the Du Toit's Kloof fish farm by the workers there.
No-one measured the biggest tree caught for the season (or the most trees caught).
Lost and found
Sunglasses, flyboxes thermometers, pocket knives and rod sections have been lost and
found, but none of it beats the Dugmore split cane rod and reel last season, which the
maker lost when it dropped into a fast run.
Strangest Catch
Having a dragonfly take your fly off the water or in the air is a serious compliment to your
fly tying ability, but Darryl Lampert has gone one better as a bird picked up his CDC
hopper.
"A river is water in its loveliest form; rivers have life and sound and movement and
infinity of variation, rivers are veins of the earth through which the life blood returns
to the heart", Roderick Haig-Brown, A River Never Sleeps, 1948.
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Rondegat River rehabilitation
update for Western Cape flyfishers
Dean Impson (CapeNature)

T

his is a short update to keep members of the CPS, who have taken an active interest in
this project since its inception, informed of where the project currently (August 2011)
stands. In last year’s Piscator, I advised that CapeNature hoped to treat the Rondegat
River in February 2011 to eradicate smallmouth bass, and start physical removal of rainbow
trout from the Krom River, Cederberg, last summer. None of these events took place, not
because of a lack of interest, but because funding and capacity were not available when
needed to achieve some of the key tasks required.

CapeNature has been fortunate to receive substantial funding from Working for Water this
financial year to implement the chemical treatment of the lower Rondegat River in February
and March 2012. Two treatments, lasting one day each, will be undertaken two weeks apart
at this time. American river treatments, usually to conserve threatened trout species, can include
up to three treatments to maximise a successful outcome. Funding is needed to strengthen
the barrier weir and conduct the eradication of alien fishes in the treatment area (between
the weir and a waterfall above it). Considerable capacity is required to apply the chemical
correctly at the six treatment stations that are proposed as well as collect and dispose of dead
fish. CapeNature does not have the in-house capacity at present to undertake the treatment,
but will remain an integral part of the treatment process, and will ensure that the project is
properly supervised.
To guide the successful implementation of the project, CapeNature has prepared plans for
public involvement, communication, treatment, a fish rescue plan, fish disposal, fish reintroduction, site safety and security and monitoring. These have been developed using
guidelines in the manual Rotenone use in fisheries management: administrative and technical
guidelines manual, published by the American Fisheries Society.
An area that will receive considerable attention prior to treatment is keeping key stakeholders
such as local angling organisations (e.g. CPS, Western Cape Bass Angling Association)
informed of project progress. CapeNature has established a dedicated Freshwater Fish
Conservation page on its web-site.
Members of the CPS are eager to assist in the relocation of rainbow trout from the Krom
River to a designated trout water in the south-western Cape. Physical removal of trout
using angling, nets and an electro-shocker is scheduled to take place this summer. Similarly,
the WCBAA wants to assist in the relocation of smallmouth bass from the lower Rondegat
River to Clanwilliam Dam, a zoned bass water. Angling organisations will be kept informed
through CapeNature's Western Cape Freshwater Anglers Forum. Also, there are some
adult Clanwilliam yellowfishes in the treatment area – the Western Cape Yellowfish Working
Group is interested in helping CapeNature capture as many of these fishes as possible prior
to treatment for relocation and re-introduction.
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Location of the project; about 4km of the lower Rondegat River.

The rehabilitated lower Rondegat River will appeal to yellowfish fly fishing
enthusiasts, with its increased numbers of Clanwilliam yellowfish.
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Darragh Woodford’s 2004 research confirmed the severe impact of smallmouth bass
on indigenous fishes of the Rondegat River.

Another key aspect of the study is the independent biological monitoring that is being done,
under the leadership of the South African Institute of Aquatic Biodiversity in Grahamstown.
Dr Olaf Weyl is leading this research which has already completed its pre-assessment of
the fish, aquatic macro-invertebrates and amphibians in the Rondegat River. These results
will be compared to results obtained during and after treatment, so as to document the
biological response of the river to the chemical treatment. CapeNature expects a significant
ecological improvement to the lower river once bass have been eradicated. Research has
shown that, in the lower river, bass have completely eliminated two redfin species as well
as juveniles of Clanwilliam yellowfish. The research lead by Dr Weyl will quantify whether
CapeNature’s expectations for the recovery of the river are realistic or unfounded.
I think your editor, Ed Herbst, who has done such sterling work for the CPS over many
years, remarked a while back that anglers should not fear this project as a means of taking
away valuable angling water for alien fish species, because projects like this were difficult
to implement due to very high costs and capacity requirements. Ed could not have been
closer to the truth.
It needs to be re-emphasised that the primary purpose of this project is to help save
threatened fish species of the fynbos region from extinction. It is not a campaign against
alien fishes. CapeNature has already helped zone the prime waters for trout and other
valuable alien fish species in the Western Cape Province, which we believe will secure the
use and enjoyment of these waters in future.
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The return of Tenkara
Bernard WT Coetzee

T

o cut a rich, long and very fascinating history short, over the centuries fly fishing has
independently evolved in different regions and cultures across the world. Most of us
are accustomed to the so-called 'western style'; the traditional arrangement with rod, line
and reel. This is the story of Tenkara, an ancient Japanese style of fly fishing, and why it
affords the modern day fly fisher an unparalleled experience on the water.
Tenkara strips fly fishing down to its bare essentials. No reel is used, only a rod, line and
fly. The telescopic rods are typically long, 12-14ft, with a line which is essentially just
a leader, as long as the rod. The leader is either of a traditional style, similar to a furled
leader, or just a length of level fluorocarbon, and the rig terminates in tippet and fly. It has a
pronounced and unique casting stroke, and one can land the fly with great delicacy, typically
at short distances from the angler. The focus is on pure simplicity, to not to get bogged down
by gear and different flies, but rather to focus on fly fishing technique, and how you as an
angler relate to the very nature of the trout.

It is hard to piece together Tenkara's development in Japan, mainly because it's all in
Japanese. What is clear is that it has a long and rich history. The exact meaning of the word
'Tenkara' is unclear, but it is thought to mean 'from the skies' or 'from heaven' which might
be a reference to how softly the fly lands on the water during presentation. The exact dates
of its emergence in Japan are not known, but the first western reference was made in 1878
by Ernest Mason Satow in his book Diary of climbing Mt Tateyama. However, since
westerners rarely visited Japan in the 17th century, this date is certainly a poor indicator of
Tenkara's development. Apparently, a family-run fly tying business has been producing
traditional flies for Tenkara for the past 400 years, and still does so to this day. As the
business has remained in the family since then, it can be inferred that, by that time, the
sport was sufficiently established in Japan to make tying flies for it a viable business. It's
very likely that Tenkara did not develop as a pastime but rather to serve the needs of
fishermen, who were responsible for supplying fish to the local villages and needed a
simple and very effective way to catch trout.
I think that two reasons greatly influenced the development of Tenkara in comparison to
western style fly fishing. One was the easy access to bamboo, the other the fairly unique
fishing environment in which Tenkara developed. Medieval European fly fishers could not
take advantage of a longer rod since the materials used to make the very first fly rods were
too heavy and cumbersome in longer lengths. Rods thus remained in the seven to nine foot
lengths we still use. European streams are also typically larger with bigger fish, and this no
doubt influenced the invention and use of the reel. In Japan, most of the streams are small,
run very quick and clear, and the native trout grow to about 14-16 inches so they could
easily be subdued without the reel. Japanese rod builders also had plentiful access to
bamboo, so light, long rods were the norm. I would argue that under most conditions and
provided you are not encumbered by vegetation, a longer rod on a small stream offers an
angler more options and versatility and better presentation. Japanese rod builders were
quick to see these advantages.
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The history and development of this ancient art appeals to me, but I can understand that it
does not do so for all anglers. What does Tenkara offer the modern day fly fisher, especially
since our regular tools can do the job so well? One can now acquire locally a relatively
inexpensive graphite rod from Japan. The sport has really taken off in America, as Tenkara
is remarkably effective for fooling trout. Its main advantages are delicacy and accuracy and
I think the main reason for its success is that it allows a drag-free drift, with almost no line
on the water. A drag-fee drift is the Holy Grail for any small stream fisher, and because of
the arrangement of the long rod and line, Tenkara facilitates casting flies to hard-to-reach
places and long, drag-free drifts, which could not be as easily achieved with a western-style
rod. It is particularly suited to casting across streams with conflicting mid currents, as you
can keep all the line off the water and easily drop the fly in the desired spot. It also allows
you to explore pocket water - which is common on the Cape streams - at a longer distance
and you thus alarm less fish.
The distinguishing feature of Tenkara is the traditional flies, or kebari in Japanese, the
philosophy behind them and how they are fished. Traditional Tenkara flies are wet flies,
but with the hackle facing forward,. The flies are actively manipulated in the water column,
and their pulsating movement entices the fish to strike. Unlike western anglers, Tenkara
fishers are less concerned about matching the hatch. Dr Hisao Ishigaki, a contemporary
Tenkara master, ties and has used only one pattern over the last ten years for all his fly
fishing. Often, anglers will only carry one fly pattern in a few different sizes and colours.
This Japanese philosophy challenges our obsession to meticulously match flies to the
prevailing hatches on the water. The idea is that the fish can be fooled no matter what the
hatch is, solely by using the correct techniques, and by stimulating their innate predatory
instinct. This involves presenting and manipulating the fly in a way the fish finds irresistible.
I think the development of this one fly trend has much to do with the fishing environment
in Japan. The currents are fast and fish only have a split second to take the fly, so are less
concerned with an exact match but more with capturing an enticing morsel. Nonetheless,
Tenkara's delicacy means that it is fantastic for dry fly fishing, and I also routinely fish
RABs, mayfly and Elk Hair Caddis patterns to great effect on our home streams. I have
not yet had the courage to take just one pattern for a day of fishing.
It is convenient to make quick comparisons between western style fly fishing and Tenkara,
but I don't feel that the arguments add much to a deeper understanding of either. I think it
is best to view the two as separate means or styles of achieving the same goal. It is simply
fascinating to approach fly fishing from another angle, to realise that the sport has an even
richer history than most of us realise. Practically, it's also just a great tool on a small stream.
Modern Tenkara rods are telescopic, fold up to about 21 inches and weigh as much as a
cellphone so they are easily accommodated in a backpack. Armed with only a few flies and
some tippet material, you are ready to tackle any water. Playing and landing a fish without
a reel may seem challenging, and a larger fish requires some adept playing, but, as with a
western-style rod, you can simply lift the rod and the fish is drawn to your net. It really is
designed only for small streams, and with tippets of 5X or less.
I was drawn to Tenkara because of its almost poetic simplicity. I think this is borne from a
childhood fascination with fish, rather than just the act of catching them. The world of life
inside a stream is always an unwelcoming environment for a human – no matter what, we
just weren't built for it. But if you stare long enough at a nice run a sudden revealing flash
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Tenkara flies resemble the British soft hackle spiders but some have the hackle forced
forward to increase movement in the current. The fly at bottom right was tied in the
traditional sakasa kebari style by Dr Hisao Ishigaki. Photo supplied by
www.tenkarabum.com.
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Rhodes guide Tony Kietzman fishes Tenkara on the Bokspruit …

… and brings a fine rainbow trout to hand using one of Stephen Boshoff’s Tenkara
nets.
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of a fish will disclose a world unknown to you. Wild and free and foreign; untouchable and
unknowable. It is that wink of life in the water that makes you want to similarly trick that
fish to take a fly. In that sense, Tenkara offers an alluring and intimate experience on the
water. It strips fly fishing to its naked essentials, and you are free to discover the world of
a trout, unencumbered by what we think they prefer, but rather to entice them with the
minimum we have. I think a lot of us reach for that while we fish but, by simplifying,
Tenkara makes the experience more real, more intimate. It breaks down and slows down
what we need to interject into that world just to the minimum, just to its essentials. You had
best try it for yourself to see what I mean.
For more information see: A South African Tenkara website: www.tenkara.co.za,
TenkaraUSA: www.tenkarausa.com, YouTube video: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=N40BOFYKR38.
Editor’s note: In my circle of fly fishing friends and acquaintances I have yet to find one
who has not become a convert to Tenkara fishing. CPS committee member and the
owner of the Stream X fly shop in Milnerton, Craig Thom, imports a range of Tenkara
tackle and a book, 'Tenkara: Radically Simple Ultralight Fly Fishing, by Kevin Keleher.
Cape Town rod and net maker and Tenkara enthusiast, Stephen Boshoff, produces some
beautiful and practical Tenkara nets, which are quite different in style to a normal trout
net. Many Tenkara flies are similar to the North Country Spiders or Soft Hackles used
in Great Britain for centuries. For an article on just how deadly these patterns are, see
the article by Sean Mills, 'Fishing soft hackle flies – lessons learned'. Piscator No 139,
November 2007.
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HTA - 100 years young
Giordano Zamparini

T

he early nineteen hundreds saw the establishment of two organisations that would play
a singular role in the annals of South African fly fishing. In September 1902 in the
Western Cape, the Western Districts Game and Trout Protection Association was established.
Twenty nine years later, in November 1931 it was reconstituted as the Cape Piscatorial
Society.
In 1906, in Haenertsburg, a little village nestling in the northern foothills of the Drakensburg
Mountains sixty kilometres east of Polokwane (Pietersburg), an offshoot of the Transvaal
Trout Acclimatisation Society was established after local streams in the Magoebaskloof
had been stocked with trout.
The Johannesburg contingent suspended activities and informed the Haenertsburg branch
that they would have to go it alone if they wanted to keep fishing. A meeting was called on
9 December 1911 at the Haenertsburg Hotel and the foundations of the present HTA were
laid. Mr Lionel Phillips (Snr) was elected president, and a local farmer, Mr Harley Stanford,
the chairman. On 9 January 1912, another meeting was held at which the name Haenertsburg
Acclimatisation Society was adopted and the rules were drafted. Sometime during the next
15 years, the name was changed to the 'Haenertsburg Trout Association'.
Early history
The area was named after the chief of the local Ba Tlou tribe, Makgoba. According to
tribal legend, Makgoba refused to pay the taxes levied by the Transvaal government and
resisted the intrusion of white farmers. An army consisting of 600 commandos and 800
Swazi mercenaries drove him into a kloof where a Swazi chief challenged him to a duel.
Makgoba lost and his severed head was taken back to Pretoria so that a bounty could be
claimed.

‘The Land of the Silver Mist’ - was how Lord John Buchan (1875 – 1940), future
Governor General of Canada and acclaimed author of The Thirty Nine Steps, described the
Magoebaskoof area. A prolific author, he is credited as being the first writer of suspense
thrillers. After the Boer War, he was seconded to Pietersburg (now Polokwane) to take
charge of reconstruction. It was during this time that he fished the streams of Magoebaskloof
and he often expressed a desire to retire in the area.
In the first two decades of the last century, much of the indigenous forest had been
cleared but, in 1913, a Conservator for Forests was appointed. Today, although SAFCOL
(the South African Forestry Company – now known as Komatiland Forests - KLF) has many
hectares under pine plantations, much of the natural bush has been re-established, http://
www.safcol.co.za/.
There is some confusion as to when trout were first stocked in the Magoebaskloof streams.
Various records indicate that between 1905 and 1907 two hundred and fifty fish, from a
short-lived hatchery in Potchefstroom, were released by Mr C Harvey on the aptly named
Clear Waters farm and on Sir Lionel Phillips' estate - Broederstroom Stud Farm. Another
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The cover of the new book celebrating the centenary of the Haenertsburg Trout
Association.
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five hundred fingerlings were placed in the Broederstroom near Haenertsburg village
just above its present confluence with the Ebenezer Dam. The fertilised ova were originally
obtained from the famed Jonkershoek hatchery in Stellenbosch and the fingerlings were
then transported first to Pietersburg by train in large milk pails and then to Haenertsburg
by the Zeederberg Coach Company, an uncomfortable full day's ride. The Zeederberg
Coach Company was the first and probably the only one to use zebras, unsuccessfully as it
proved, as draught animals. Ingeniously the fish where kept alive by oxygenating the water
with a bicycle pump, an idea that Arthur Eastwood, one of the founder members came up
with. This simple innovation also made it possible for the HTA members to stock the most
remote streams with fingerlings by carrying the fish on their backs through the forests and
up the steep slopes of the Drakensberg, in specially modified milk cans.
Two of these streams are the Mathlapetsi and the Thabina. The former was stocked with
browns and rainbows in 1906. The Mathlapetsi was stocked with browns in 1949. (See
Rainbows and Leopards -The Transvaal Mathlapetsi, by Garret Evans in Piscator 106,
December 1980 and Browns from the Rain Forest by Aldo Rech, Piscator 119, August
1987).
The HTA, my home club, has access to two streams, the Broederstroom and the Helpmekaar
in the Magoebaskloof. The Broederstroom, while still within our club boundaries, becomes
the well known Letaba River and the Helpmekaar is dammed to form the picturesque
Lakeside and Stanford Lakes.
The Helpmekaar
The Helpmekaar is a small stream. It nevertheless offers an opportunity to catch truly wild
rainbows and the occasional brown trout of sometimes surprising size. I have seen fish of
up to a pound hovering in the currents, but fully grown fish of six to nine inches are the
norm as is the case elsewhere in the world with freestone streams of this size. The
Helpmekaar is important in that it offers shelter and a breeding ground to the fish that
migrate to it from the dams in warm weather and during the spawning season. The HTA
has access to three dams that are fed by the Helpmekaar - Stanford, Lakeside, and Pavetta.
The latter, acquired in 2007, is beautiful water and with its abundant food supply, minimal
poaching and an apparent lack of bass has the potential to become a trophy fish venue.
Stanford dam cascades into the Ebenezer Dam forming a large pool, teeming with trout.
During winter, Ebenezer provides fantastic fishing for large trout and a five kg monster was
caught recently on a lure by a bass angler - I have seen photos of a metre-long trout taken
in front of the present boat club, by an absolute rookie fishing with a Lazy Ike bass lure.
Being extremely deep Ebenezer requires local knowledge to be fished effectively. This can
easily be acquired by anyone prepared to ply the club veterans with copious quantities of
an amber, medicinal beverage.
The Broederstroom
The Broederstroom is chameleon-like in its many character changes. In its upper reaches
the Broederstroom feeds the Dap Naude Dam, in my opinion, the jewel of the club’s
stillwaters.
The 50 hectare dam was built in 1956 and named after a local lawyer and seven times
mayor of Pietersburg who had lobbied for it to be built
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The Ebenezer Dam, headquarters of the Haenertsburg Trout Association. Photo by
Mike Biccard.

Rondawels used by HTA members at the Ebenezer Dam.
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It is renowned for its wild, Scandinavian-strain rainbow trout that breed in the upper
reaches of the Broederstroom, making this is one of the few dams in the country where
stocking is not necessary. Subtly patterned and displaying the most delicate colours, these
wild fish seldom exceed 35 centimetres.
Fishing the Broederstroom, below Dap Naude, as it winds it way amongst the gnarled
European Oak trees and through the cathedral - like atmosphere created by the 60 year-old
Pin Oaks, is a memorable experience. Don’t expect to catch a large number of fish
however - two fish per day is a good return and then only if you are a skilled fly fisher.
Doddington Weir, a few kilometres downstream however produces fish in excess of 45
centimetres with the odd 3kg fish not uncommon.
The Goedvertrouen section of the stream is the last section managed by the HTA before it
flows into the Ebenezer Dam. This section is similar in character to the famous English
streams. It has long glides protected by overhanging trees and reed beds that make fishing
a challenge, but for the angler who can present a fly with a gentle touch this stretch can be
very rewarding. Some sections of the Goedvertrouen beat are however easier to fish and
one can have great fun in the narrow, fast runs where the fish are less choosy and partial to
a well-presented dry fly.
Below the Ebenezer Dam, the stream changes dramatically as it cascades through a number
of rapids and waterfalls in what is known as the Bergplaas section. This section offers
exciting fishing for decently sized rainbows.
Ebenezer Dam
The often mist-shrouded Ebenezer Dam, only a few kilometres from Haenertsburg, has
played an important role in the angling enjoyed by the Association’s 300 members since its
sluices were first opened in 1957
They benefit from a hatchery, chalets, camping sites and a large communal clubhouse on
the banks of the dam. The club’s headquarters is situated in what was once the old sailing
club’s premises and has five basic chalets - each sleeping four, camping sites and a modern
and clean ablution block. In accordance with a decision taken by the majority of members,
there is no electricity but there is hot water, once provided by a donkey boiler but now
generated by gas geysers - a recent concession to the reduction of global warming.
Today the Magoebaskloof area is approximately 27km from Tzaneen and 60 km from
Polokwane on the R71.
Three years ago, fellow committee member Mike Biccard and I decided that every effort
should be made to find as many relevant documents as possible that record our history.
This did not prove to be an easy task.
Thankfully the early years of our club’s history had been recorded in two leather-bound
minute books that, luckily, are still in our possession (I have them stored in a fire proof safe
at present). For the rest, we managed to locate a number of files and other items in longforgotten boxes that had been stored by previous members.
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Arno Laubscher with a brown trout caught on the Broederstroom below the Dap Naude
Dam.

Ed Herbst fishing the Helpmekaar stream several kilometres downstream of
Haenertsburg.
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Doddington Weir on the Broederstroom has produced trout of up to three kilograms.

The HTA hatchery at the Ebenzer Dam which provides both brown and rainbow trout
for stocking the Association’s dams.
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The lovely Dap Naude Dam which provides fishing for wild, Scandinavian-strain
rainbow trout.

Unfortunately some files are missing and my appeals, via the media, for any memorabilia
and for anything of interest regarding the HTA to be sent to us for copying, did not prove
very successful.
Having managed to collect as many documents as possible we persuaded the committee
to make available R10 000 for the physical and electronic recording of the available data.
Mike took on this thankless job and the project was completed two years ago.
However, I still believed that it was necessary to have a record of our club's history for our
members and the general public to access easily. This could only be done in a book that
would encapsulate the wonderful history of the oldest fishing club in South Africa.
As part of the celebration of the club's centenary, a book, Fly Fishing in the Land of the
Silver Mist by Louis Changuion, a former professor of history at the University of Limpopo,
has been published.
Although access to the club waters is limited to members only, other than for Stanford and
Lakeside Dams, any keen fly fisher will always be accommodated.
All relevant information can be obtained on the club's website, www.htatrout.co.za.
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A serendipitous fly
Deon Stamer

A

s many do, in winter, I spend a fair amount of time re-stocking my river fly boxes.
These sessions are often motivated by inspiration from magazine articles. So, after
last winter and some moments of inspiration, I found a couple of fly 'creatures' lurking in
my box. You know, those flies that, in the vise, look like fish Armageddon but, when on the
water ... well, let’s just label them as 'save for a rainy day'.
And therein lies the story. Early in the season, it was just such a rainy day on the Smalblaar,
beat 2, I recall. There was far too much water coming down the valley and not a fish to
be seen or deceived. My friend and I tried practically everything. Heavy nymphs, heavy
nymphs with droppers and every hideous creation in our boxes. Nothing!
We were nearing the end of the beat – beaten! With nothing to lose, I decided to change
to dry fly as practise for the new season ... and there it was! The 'save for a rainy day' dry
fly! Perfect – as it was a large fly with a mighty foam wing, so it could be easily seen in
the raging torrent. Second cast (only because I duffed the first) and bang – I was on! My first
fish of the season. At no stage did it stop there, though. The whooping soon got to the ears
of my friend and it was not long before he too was using my 'save for a rainy day' fly. This
foam-winged pattern was used fairly extensively and with great effect during the next few
months. It proved successful even on smaller streams - as long as the current was fairly fast.
In slower water it must be said that the results were nowhere near the same.
It proved equally attractive to trout on a trip to Rhodes in November 2010. They had just
had their first rains, a mere week before our trip. This made the fishing a little tricky as the
fish hadn't yet settled down and recolonised. On a cold and blustery day on the Boarmans
Chase section of the Bell River, we were really hacking away. My thoughts returned to
my now newly labelled 'Special Foam-Winged Fly'. On it went! And as true as trout have
spots, out came the first fish!
Things continued being difficult though until a fish damaged the fly, and the hackle
unwound and in doing so became part hackle, part tail. To my delight, suddenly I could not be
stopped.
That evening I wasted no time tying a bunch of these flies in a slightly smaller size and with
the hackle-tip tail. The tail definitely kicked it up a light year. Since then I have changed
from the 'original' to the tailed version. The outcome was remarkable. The tailed version
attracts fish like Lady Gaga attracts paparazzi.
The fly is aerodynamically sound too in that it has a set of wings and a tail. So, at the short
range at which we fish on our rivers, one should have no twisting of tippet material on a
cast.
This, of course, is a fly in progress. This winter the pattern will be further upgraded with a
set of fine, rubber legs.
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And, come spring, I will be out on my testing ground again!
How to tie this fly
The fly - tied Klinkhamer style
Hook: Grip 14723 BL; Tail: Stretched cling wrap; Body: Tying thread; Thorax: Fine antron
dubbing; Wing: Closed cell foam; Hackle: Grizzly hackle wrapped around the foam with
the tip of the hackle feather sticking off the back of the fly.

Deon Stamer nets a trout, seduced by his Foam Wing Paraklink (above), on the
Bokspruit near Rhodes.
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Give that man a Bell's
Tim Rolston

I

have worked on more than one television advertising shoot. I did some fly casting for
SsangYong Musso many moons ago with fake mist and a section of the Steenbras
reservoir shot to look like a river. I have also done some rock climbing for international
campaigns and a little consulting here and there, mostly related to fly fishing but the biggest
and, one may suggest, most successful was an advert for Bell's Whisky.
The story goes that in a distant Scottish hostelry the landlord has locked the keys inside the
pub and there is a big 'game' on television. I sort of think that it is a rugby game but I am
not sure that is actually specified. With the keys on the bar and the door locked they call
upon the local fly fisherman to rescue the situation. I suppose that is why it wasn't set in SA.
The offer of a few bucks in one of our more crime-prone suburbs and the door would have
been jimmied in a matter of moments, but advertising is art and if you ever spent time on
set you will realise that it is a complex art at that..
Anyway the local piscator is dragged from the stream with the immortal words. “Dougal
it’s an emergency”, delivered in a panicked gravelly voice by the man dispatched to find
our fly-wielding hero.
I say immortal not because you may think of them as such but because I heard them
uttered in guttural Scots over and over again for an entire morning while the motor cycle
missed its mark, failed to start, failed to stop or ended up with the sun behind it and the shot
was retaken. Actually there was considerable synergy between bike and rider, both ancient
and both obviously used to high octane fuel.
So with the challenge, "Dougal it’s an emergency", our totally absorbed angler forgoes
the pleasures of the stream to rush back and save the day. The way the Boks are playing
currently I don't think I would give up the chance of a six inch fish or undertake the walk
back from Beat six of the Smalblaar to be in time for the kick off - but that is another story.
I should point out at this juncture that advertising isn't what it seems. The village really was
in Scotland, the keys really were on the bar, the bike was on the back of a truck somewhere
on the top of Sir Lowry's Pass, the river was out in Slanghoek and I really was expected to
catch those keys with a deft flick of the wrist through an artificially tiny window slit that
had been manufactured and required the remodelling of the Post House in Greyton. All
good so far. We had practised in the studio and when asked I confidently (overly so as it
would turn out) suggested that I could hit the infernal things three times out of ten.
Now for those unfamiliar with advertising shoots you should bear in mind that the number
of people involved is quite staggering. Sure the 'angler' was flown in from Scotland and
was a bona fide actor (a bona fide fly angler too actually), but despite his importance there
was a myriad of other people milling about and the call sheet looked like a telephone
directory. Lighting engineers, sound engineers, cooks, caterers, environmental officers and
one guy who apparently did bugger all all day but manufacture imitation ice cubes. You
can laugh, but these handcrafted pieces of perspex are so realistic that when given some in
hand you absolutely cannot but flinch expecting them to be frigid as an ex-wife's reception.
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The Post House in Greyton, scene of our rod-wielding hero’s emergency expertise.

The false exterior of the imaginary pub set up in a side street. The massive green
screen will allow the cutting in of a real Scottish village scene in post production
editing.
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Tim doesn’t just hook keys, he is known to catch more than the occasional fish too.
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There are further anomalies as well. For example, you cannot apparently advertise alcohol
based on the idea that everyone is desperate for a drink. That would be far too unseemly
hence the fiction of the unspecified 'important match'. That is there just so the advertising
standards authority can't spit their collective dummies over the idea that there are thirty
Scotsmen and women gasping for a 'dop' outside the local pub. It really is rather amusing
but, after listening to, “Dougal it’s an emergency”, three hundred and twenty six times in
one morning, I could have downed a bottle of the good stuff on my own, big game or not.
So anyway we do the casting on the river thing - if you are really observant you will note
that the first angler in shot is me and casting downstream and the second is the actor casting
upstream, such sleights of hand being required by the dying of the light.
It was a miracle that I was able to cast at all having been overcome by the onset of severe
hyperglycemia. This was a result of all the free coffee and abundant muffins, refreshments
on a film shoot that would make the average royal wedding appear a trifle under-catered,
but again I digress.
We eventually got the shots required and headed in convoy back through endless dirt roads
from Slanghoek to Greyton for the morrow's shoot. The fact that we were late, all covered
in dust and darned near ran over a horse on the way is really little more than window
dressing. Pragmatism rules on a film set. Get the job done even if you are shaking dust
from your undies and have to beat out the horse-shaped dent in the front of the car's
bonnet. It is all just grist to the mill.
Day three and we are set for the arrival of Dougal and his voice-challenged 'driver' outside
the pub. There was more coffee, breakfast and, of course, the apparently ubiquitous muffins. Our heroic pair arrives, looking to all intents and purposes like Wallace and
Grommet. The outside of the 'pub' was in fact pre-fab and balanced on a side road. The door
however had been fitted to the Post House, then removed and fitted to the set, (the real
door had too modern a look for photographic authenticity). It would be fitted back there
again later. They are sticklers for detail these ad executives.
Then the big scene, with locals balanced outside on scaffold, numerous lights, green screens
and reflectors we were ready for the, dare I say, 'piece de resistance', the hooking of the
keys.
All too quickly we discovered that the bar was smaller than expected providing inadequate
room to swing even an anorexic cat let alone a fly rod. But, remember that pragmatic
approach thing? I promptly sawed up rods, (one already broken by the film crew) and
manufactured with gaffer tape, spit and super glue a fishing rod of tiny dimension and with
this I set forth to get those keys.
The 'extras' were balanced outside the window against a green screen, (the real village
scene was to be edited in later). They were instructed by the art director to "Mmmm!"
and "Ahhh!" as I made cast after cast, each close call requiring more animation from the
voyeurs outside. Remember they were desperate for a drink; sorry they were desperate to
see the kick off and were supposed to be suitably excited.
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Nobody actually expected me to hit the keys. We had already captured the close-up shots,
the depth of field of the camera precluding us from doing it all in one take, even if it was
possible.
So there I was, balanced on a precarious perch, hand through the prefabricated window
and ready to go when "Cut" and a quick check - I wasn't wearing a wedding ring, was the
actor wearing one? Ok panic over, apparently both of us are either confirmed bachelors or
at least wise to the needs of continuity and we are off again.
Hang on, I can't see diddly through the reflection in the glass, call in lighting engineer, call in
reflector and we are set.
I make a cast, beautiful to behold I have to admit, but not terribly close to those keys. The
'rent a crowd' in front of the green screen "Ooooh" and "Aaah" on command. Then again,
murmurs of approval, excitement, the screen flutters in the slight breeze, anticipation is
mounting...
Another throw, and as luck would have it the fly alights on the bar and snags the key ring.
"F**k he's got them!" shout rent-a-crowd. "Cut! Cut! Cut!" shouts the art director. "Well
hell we didn't actually expect you to hook the bloody things. Let's try again, try not to
actually hook them this time OK?"
And there it was, my moment of fame destined for the cutting room floor. Success is fickle
it would seem.
Put together, the advert is really slick, and has been showing, particularly during rugby
matches for over a year by now. I don’t have DSTV and generally watch the rugby, both
province and Springbok games at the local Westlake Arms. On rugby days there are many
similarly afflicted, that is to say DSTV-less, patrons, and we all know one another. Not by
name, but by face and supporting style. There are the drinkers, the shouters and the wits,
but we are something of a crew, anonymous but at the same time bound by passion for
rugby. I however have now been elevated in status, the word is out and during every game
the 'Give that man a Bell's advert comes on,a call goes up in the Westlake Arms: "That’s
his hand, that’s his hand". I am beginning to understand the problems that David Beckham
must face when going out for a quiet pint. The pressure is enormous; I now have cut my
nails before going to watch the rugby.
So there it is, the story of my moment of glory, I do still receive the odd accolade in the
pub, and I have learned not to mention anything about whether we really did hook those
keys or not, choosing rather to simply bathe in the limelight and flash my newly manicured
digits to the appreciative masses.

"The fly which is infallible today may be an abject failure tomorrow, and the
solved mysteries of one season, may become the unsolved mysteries of the next
season", David Jacques, Fisherman's Fly, 1965.
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Macho and the Okavango Swamps
Dulcie Brandon-Kirby

I

n the early 1990s, my husband was commissioned by Struik Publishers to write a coffeetable book, entitled, Fly-Fishing in Southern Africa, with photography by Peter and
Beverley Pickford. The objective was to include as many conceivable types of fly fishing,
fly-fishing locations, fly fishers, and fly-tiers as feasible, and, as comprehensively as possible,
to delve into the history of fly fishing in this part of our world. I was assigned the research
and initial editing.
For the next two years, between other mundane tasks of making a living, we would set out,
sometimes for weeks at a time, to explore. Always driving, we covered more than 50 000
kilometres of South Africa, Namibia, the Okavango Swamps and Zimbabwe. Often I was
the only woman fishing amongst men, and this afforded me close scrutiny of how fishermen
of opposing categories confront each other.
Believe it or not, I am not one of those traditional feminists. I cook, I clean, and I have even
been known to wash and iron, all functions men expect of their gentler partners. But there
are places where I draw the line. I have no raging, teeth-baring, salivating, soul-invasive
paranoia about the use of gender-specific terms like choirmaster, chairman or fisherman. In
my book they are the innocent and familiar signposts of the English language, comfortably
embracing both the male and female of the species. If, as the ardent feminists argue, such
terms make the men feel better, even a little more important, so be it. But, every now and
again, there comes a time when a gender distinction has got to be made.
Being an untraditional feminist who wields a fly rod, I found myself largely in the company
of traditional men wielding fly rods. This gave me the perfect socio-biological opportunity
to observe and wax philosophical on the essential differences that exist between the men
and the women who fling the feathers, the bait, the spinners and whatever else fishermen
cook up to cast into fishy-looking waters.
There is something intrusively primitive lurking in the blood of every fisherman I've ever
met; a trait few women, thank God, possess. It's called machismo, a word defined in the
dictionary as being: 'the cult of male virility and masculine pride' or, in short, just plain old
macho, to mean those 'aggressively male: ostentatiously virile'. It was the words 'masculine
pride' which intrigued me particularly as machismo is an essential part of all sport to do
with huntin', shootin', fishin' - and drivin' 4X4s.
On a visit to the Okavango Swamps, I witnessed the machismo of fly fishermen versus
spinner fishermen in all its testosterone-laden glory. A sight to behold; amusing, vexing and
sometimes just plain old jaw-dropping.
It was the much-vaunted and fearsome tiger fish, swimming aggressively amongst those
other beasts of the reedy waterways, the hippo and the croc, which became the subject of
something called, The Battle of the Rods - Flies versus Spinners.
On the fly-fishing side, we were a party of three, two men and a woman. On the other side,
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Dulcie Kirby releases a trout in one of the dams at Fisantekraal in the Du Toits Kloof
valley.
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three men: loud-mouthed, case-hardened Gauteng executives on their annual holiday.
Around the campfire one evening, the subject of fishing for the Tiger reared its razor-toothed
snout. That, after all, was what the next day was to be about. What followed is what can only
be termed, 'The Machismo Dance' men disguising their contempt through joshing, their
barbs interspersed by little forgiving laughs. Part of the chit-chat went something like this: Spinner naiveté. "What lures are you guys using tomorrow?"
Fly pomposity. "Lures? Flies, mate, flies."
Spinner, feinting. "Oh, you’re fly fishermen. You mean those little rods with wisps of
feathers at the end?"
Fly, left hook. "You should try it sometime, you might get lucky."
Spinner, body blow. "I’m always lucky."
And so it continued. Knowing what was happening, and although not being possessed
of machismo, I nonetheless began to feel an irrational loyalty to feathers. The battle of
understatement was being won by The Spinners, and the air around them was thick with
knowing sideways glances, smug half-smiles and visibly swelling chests. The Flies became
increasingly tight-lipped and disapproving.
A new day dawned and with it the unspoken challenge of the evening past, and a tacit
understanding between the fly fishermen that there was much to prove. Under a bright and
relentless sun, the opposing teams fished in full view of each other - a situation, I suspect,
deliberately pre-arranged by the guides of the opposing teams. For The Flies it was a hard
but profitable day. It spoke of sweat, strained muscles and taut lines, of line-burnt fingers,
heated reels and whoops of triumph. There were fish lost, more than enough fish landed,
and weights and measures recorded in voices sufficiently deafening to carry all results
across the water.
Of the The Spinners I have little to say, except to note they caught comparatively littleand certainly not, as was later proved, 'A Fish Called Humility'. Around the campfire camp
that night machismo continued to lurk. Interestingly though, as inebriation and bonhomie
increased through the evening, what became apparent was a painfully-casual curiosity
from The Spinners about the intricacies of fly fishing; and particularly where schooling in
this particular pastime might be bought.
What I learned from such scrutiny is, if you're fly fishing and others are extolling the virtues
of spinning with all the bluster they can muster, hold your peace and often beyond wildest
expectation, softly, softly catchee macho spinning monkey.
"Rivers course through my dreams, rivers cold and fast, rivers well-known and rivers
nameless, rivers that seem like ribbons of blue water twisting through wide valleys, narrow
rivers folded in layers of darkening shadow, rivers that have eroded down deep in a
mountain's belly, sculpted the land, peeled back the planet’s history exposing the texture of
time itself", Harry Middleton, Rivers of Memory, Pruett Publishing Company, 1993.
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Mark Mackereth – flyfisher
supreme
Pieter Cronjé

I

have never watched a neurosurgeon at work but observing Mark Mackereth present a
wispy dry fly to a wily trout gets pretty close.

His artistry included playing the double bass, tying delicate fly patterns, getting a trout when
no one else could and preparing a connoisseur meal after a day on the river.
The refinement started way back in Yorkshire. His grandfather who died in the trout
stream at age 93 trained him to drop a fly into a glass some twenty paces away. He
retained the skill and the accent.
He would move his Charles Ritz-designed Pezon & Michel split cane rod as gingerly as his
bow across the double bass strings. He was principal double bass player in the Cape Town
Symphony Orchestra.
He read and sensed the river. He may well have had a few trout DNA strands somewhere
in his body. That would explain why he could predict their behaviour with such uncanny
accuracy. Why else would he catch four fish compared to the one between C Ross Munroe
and I fishing a Stellenbosch dam with identical flies Mark had tied?
His trout ESP seemed to work on land too. He was an animal whisperer. You could see
how animals reacted when this two legged human with the tweed hat spoke their dialect.
To Jane, the resident Smalblaar bull terrier, Mark's visits were a highlight. Fast asleep in
the pub of the Protea Hotel, managed by her owner Barry Steyn, a mere whisper: "Jane,
would you like to go fishing?" would have her at Mark's feet, tail wagging, in about the
same time a trout would take to strike a fly. Jane would go fishing with us and wait patiently
and silently behind Mark, safely out of reach of the back cast. But she could not contain
her excitement once there was a trout on the line. Occasionally she was given a special
treat – trout sushi.
Once a leopard crossed the Smalblaar directly behind Mark. I am sure it was no menace to
the angler, it merely came along for a chat with him…
Mark gave his admiring peers the Caribou Spider, the nemesis of many river trout. He
would find feathers, capes, hackle and other delicate fly tying materials with the same glee
an archeologist would display when discovering a rare fossil. The dexterity of those double
bass fingers produced countless artworks on hook shanks.
I met Mark as a young parliamentary journalist in 1974. My sea fishing and spearfishing
mentor and role model, artist Gordon Hill, was related to the famous AC Harrison, founder
of the Cape Piscatorial Society as we now know it. Gordon introduced us in the office of
the Society. As a coarse and lure fisherman I sensed I was now on hallowed ground. I
worked when Parliament sat in the afternoons and evening and had some mornings free.
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Mark Mackereth on the
Smalblaar. Photos by
Tom Sutcliffe.
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Mark never had car and never learnt to drive and he was willing to teach this left handed
novice. It was not only a match but a formative friendship.
It became a wonderful ritual. I collected Mark at Leeukop, his Tamboerskloof flat overlooking
the city bowl. With his fishing gear, there would be ham and mustard sandwiches and cold
cider – lovingly packed by his wife, Eileen.
We would drive to the Smalblaar, other stretches of river and various dams. Even when
spinning for smallmouth bass at Voëlvlei dam near Porterville, Mark's mastery was clear. I
can remember only a single occasion when I had caught a bigger trout than Mark – on a
winter's day at Wemmershoek Dam. He was overjoyed for me and insisted that the threeand-a-half-pounder be listed in the Piscator’s season records.
A letter Eileen and Mark wrote me in November 1974 encapsulates Mark's par for most
fishing courses: "Your teacher had a fine day – limit bag – very nice range of TEN trout and
Brian FIVE".
Mark was quite meticulous in serving fresh trout for lunch or dinner – pan fried for the
smaller ones and oven baked for the larger. This would be accompanied by a fine white
wine, mashed potatoes, green peas and occasionally mushrooms. The minute the dorsal
fin could be removed with ease, we had to be ready at the table. I have shared with many
Mark's surgical skills in deboning a trout.
Special occasions were celebrated with tea or lunch at Stuttafords. I spent many happy
hours listening to Mark's favorite classical music while being given a master class on why
this particular solo and passage was so memorable. Mark fished with that same musicality,
rhythm and poetry.
He would be acutely aware of the surrounding vegetation, rock formations, bird and insect
life. In all but the coldest water, Mark would prefer to wade the river in his ankle length
wading boots with thick socks. He was sure-footed and nimble, he stalked and lurked
with grace. Unlike replays on television, Mark would give you a preview of what was about
to happen. In a whisper he would give his assessment of the river and the potential of the
stretch of water.
"I am going to cast two feet to the left of the flat rock. The fly is going to drift down the
slight waterfall. As it passes between the overhanging branch and the two round rocks, just
on the edge of where the water is churning, we should have a take." We usually did.
His gentle dexterity and control with that split cane rod, his irresistible presentation of the
fly, how he could adjust his cast for any situation, how he gently coiled the fly line in the
palm of his hand and how he could play and land the fish will stay with me forever. Here
was a consummate expert steeped in the tradition of gentlemanly conduct on the water
coupled with a deep respect and appreciation of nature and living things. He was only too
willing to share his vast, intuitive knowledge and techniques.
Such a mentor comes but once in a lifetime.
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Tying with Clear Cure Goo
Ian Wallace

I

n this fast paced world of ours we are always looking for things to speed up our fly tying,
so we can spend more time on the water slowing down.

The answer is now available at the Upstream Fly Shop in Wynberg. It is Clear Cure Goo,
which is a UV curing epoxy and silicone. It comes in three viscosities at the moment - thick,
thin and flexible.
This is the answer for those of us who don't like working with epoxy and silicone because
it is messy. Conventional epoxy and silicone take a long time to cure and are wasteful in
use. Epoxy, in particular, suffers this drawback - mix some up and it starts drying before
you have used all of it.
The most beneficial attribute of this product is that there is no long curing and drying
time - you apply the product to the fly and cure it within seconds using a UV torch. The
company supplies its own torch which has a specific light spectrum to cure their product.
It is a very low-powered light and runs on three AAA batteries.
Bodies and heads can thus be built up within seconds. After each addition of Goo it will
remain slightly tacky. This enables you to build on the first layer so that you can keep
adding layers until you are happy with the fly. Clear Cure Goo also cures completely clear.
It does not take much practise to master tying with this product and it is thus suitable for
master and novice tiers alike.
Some of the flies that used to take a long time to tie can now be completed in minutes.
These include the Surf Candy, Clouser Minnow and a Brush Fly.
It is also outstanding in other applications such as the wing case on nymphs like the Copper
John. On Czech nymphs it allows you to dispense with the normal scud back material and
apply it straight onto the dubbed body.

The Clear Cure Goo UV torch.
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You can find more information on http://www.clearcuregoo.com/index.html.
Surf Candy
Materials
Hook: Any standard shank salt water hook in sizes 1-2/0
Thread: Danville Mono.
Body: Silver tinsel or Body Braid - colour of choice.
Wing: White Super Hair, Mirror Image, SF blend
Over wing: Olive Super Hair, Mirror Image or SF Blend
Lateral Line: Fish Scale
Eyes: Flat stick-on eyes in the size you prefer
Body and Head: Clear Cure Goo Thick
Clouser Minnow
Materials
Hook: Any standard shank, salt water hook or stinger hook for tigers
Thread: Fluoro Orange 3/0.
Eyes: Black dumbbells to match the hook size. For this fly, I chose a #1 hook and used 5.5
mm dumbbells.
Body: Salt Water Flash coated with Sally Hansen’s Hard as Nails nail polish.
Bottom wing: White buck tail
Middle wing: Herring Back SF Blend
Flash: Chartreuse Crystal Flash
Top Wing: Royal blue buck tail
Head: Clear Cure Goo Thin, I use the thin version so that once I have applied the Goo, I
can rotate the vice so that it will easily cover the entire head and fill the gap between the
eyes.
Brush Fly
Materials
Hook: Standard shank salt water hook. The size depends on the bait fish you will be
imitating.
Thread: Danville 3/0 olive
Tail: SF Blend Peacock topped with SF Midnight Blitz
Weight: .020 lead wire
Body: Peacock Fishient streamer brush
Eyes: Stick-on 6mm
Head: Clear Cure Goo Flexible. I use the flexible version for this fly so that the brush does
not lose any movement while the Goo nevertheless protects the eyes and the head of the
fly.
Editor’s note: Step by step instructions for tying Ian’s Brush Fly can be found on John
Yelland’s blog at www.upstream.co.za. He ties the flies commercially and can be contacted
at tfgflies@gmail.com or on 082 7790414.
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Three flies tied by the author using Clear Cure Goo, from the top, Surf Candy, Clouser
Minnow and Brush Fly. Photos by Tom Sutcliffe.
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DDD day at Inhluzane
Neil Hodges
“The DDD … has accounted for many of the largest trout taken on dry flies
from our stillwaters.” Dean Riphagen, The South African Fly-Fishing
Handbook (New Holland, 1998).

T

he news that a story from Toms Sutcliffe's books, Hunting Trout, The lakes at
Inhluzane has been selected by US publisher Nick Lyons as one of the best fishing
stories ever written is welcome.
It is contained the in the anthology, The Best Fishing Stories Ever Told, by Nick Lyons
and David Halberstam, Skyhorse Publishing, 2011, and its selection is a justifiable tribute
to South Africa's pre-eminent fly fishing writer.
But the lakes at Inhluzane, in the Dargle district of Natal and in the foothills of the Drakensberg
mountain range, were significant for another reason.
In an article posted on Tom’s website, www.tomsutcliffe.co.za, Piscator’s editor, Ed
Herbst, has postulated that South Africa’s two 'flies of the century' are the late Theo van
Niekerk's TVN nymph and Tom Sutliffe's DDD because each changed a mindset - the
TVN that yellowfish could not be caught on fly and the DDD that dry flies had no place on
dams.
The DDD evolved in the mid seventies and, initially, it looked like a Rat Faced McDougal
without the hackle tip wings. It was Hugh Huntley, Tom's best friend and a member of the
syndicate that fished at Inhluzane, who substituted the hackle with a collar of Klipspringer
hair and used the same material for the tail rather than hackle fibres.
These changes not only made the fly float better and for longer but created a genuine
indigenous pattern.
The efficacy of the DDD on dams took some time to register. As Tom revealed in his
second book, Reflections on Flyfishing, it was Bill Duckworth, who also fished dams in
the Dargle and was given a few DDDs to try, who brought this fly to the attention of a
wider audience.News of his success spread rapidly and the fly soon won new converts.
"Bill fished it with such energy, enthusiasm and obvious success that we all sat up and took
notice. From then on it became known as Duckworth’s Dargle Delight." (Legend of the
DDD).
The article included an electron microscope photograph of a cross section of a
Klipspringer hair and it showed the internal compartments which make the fly float so
well - the Klipspringer being the only African antelope that features such hair.
The effectiveness of the DDD was graphically illustrated one weekend in 1991 when the
then British ambassador to South Africa, Sir Robin Renwick, joined us.
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Sir Robin Renwick with the trout he caught on a DDD at the Inhluzane dams.

Tom Sutcliffe received a call from the consulate in Durban saying that Sir Robin would like
to fish and could he assist.
Sir Robin fitted in well at the cottage on the syndicate, enjoying and contributing to the
badinage and companionship of like-minded souls united in the wish to, however momentarily,
escape the tensions and hurly burly of the working week.
He caught several fish but nothing of consequence until the last day of his stay and thereby
hangs a tale.
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One of the dams at Inhluzane was called 'Trophy Dam' and for good reason. Hugh Huntley
had stocked it with very few trout to reduce the competition for the available food and it
contained fish which sometimes reached double figures,
Early on the Monday morning, Sir Robin fished for an hour or so and then jumped into his
car for the trip to Durban. He was still wearing is waders but his plan was to change at the
consulate and then catch a flight to Cape Town. He parked his car next to Trophy Dam and
walked over to say goodbye just as Hugh, his Orvis Limestone already rigged with a DDD,
spotted a big trout patrolling a circular beat alongside a weed bed and just next to a dropoff.
He handed Robin the rod as the big trout swam ever closer. The tension in the air was
palpable. The trees grow close to the dam wall and the regulars have learnt that a slight
wrist cant keeps your fly away from them but Sir Robin, as a newcomer, was not to know
of such niceties. The fly was retrieved but the next cast lodged the fly firmly in Tom's
jersey.
By now the trout had turned and was making its way back towards us, turning slightly,
right and left, as it sucked in hapless insects mired in the surface film.
Sir Robin's third cast was right on the money, landing just centimetres in front of the
advancing trout which sucked in the DDD with the studied nonchalance of a fish which
was not only lord of its domain but which had been thoroughly duped.
Hugh Huntley had always advocated waiting until a rising trout had turned away before
one struck and advocated saying: “God save the Queen”, to allow the requisite time to
elapse before drawing home the steel.
Her Majesty's envoy did not repeat this mantra but the fish was nevertheless firmly hooked
and it reacted with an explosive leap which it then repeated twice more before racing away
from us with a surge which had the reel handle spinning and the leader stretched taut.
There was bedlam as a cacophony of advice filled the air but Hugh, cool as the proverbial
cucumber, deftly netted the big trout and administered the last rites. "We’ll get it mounted
for you", he said and Sir Robin needed no second bidding, running down the bank, jumping
into his car and heading towards Durban in a cloud of dust. He made the plane with only
minutes to spare, fortunately not in his waders as he had had time to change at the British
consulate in Durban first.
The trout was handed to me and I had it mounted before flying to Cape Town with the
trout on my lap. I had firmly rejected the suggestion at the check-in counter that it be
placed in the hold and my travelling companion certainly occasioned a lot of comment.
It was handed over at a lunch at the British Embassy in Bishopscourt and was to accompany
Sir Robin in his subsequent posting to America as British ambassador to the Reagan
administration and it now hangs in his office in London where he is vice chairman of J P
Morgan bank.
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Fighting the battle against some
invasive alien plants: here’s to our
six-legged friends
Fiona Impson
Zoology Department, University of Cape Town & ARC Plant Protection
Research Institute, Stellenbosch

A

sea of yellow and cream flowers on trees fringing the rivers and streams welcomes the
onset of our spring. A seemingly idyllic scene to many, and a wonderful sight if you
happen to live in Australia, but this all too common spectacle along the water edges of our
South African streams draws our attention to what is actually an extremely problematic and
threatening situation. Behind the beauty of showy displays of perfumed flowers lie root
systems that suck up vast quantities of precious water, an ability to grow rapidly and outcompete slower growing native species. These alien trees also have an amazing propensity
to produce huge numbers of seeds which will germinate if conditions allow or otherwise lie
dormant in their thousands awaiting the right opportunity to strike.
As a fishing community, and particularly for those of you who spend time on our rivers,
you will all be well aware of these Australian invaders – commonly referred to as 'wattles'.
Many of you may have even had the misfortune of getting line caught up or losing a fly or
two to their grasps, or being hampered in moving along the river banks, thanks to their
aggressive growth. First introduced into South Africa in the 1800s into collectors' gardens
as ornamentals, certain species gained popularity in the mid 1800s for stabilisation of drift
sands while others were used for construction of wagons and fence posts. Another group
was recognised for its commercial value in the production of timber, paper pulp and tannin.
Widespread planting ensued, and the rest is pretty much history.
Chemical and mechanical control of invasive Australian acacias was initially the only line
of attack when dealing with these plants. Although effective, these are generally labour
intensive and costly means of control, and the use (or abuse) of herbicides can have negative
consequences. It was not until the early 1970s that biological control was investigated for
this particular group of plants. This method of control utilises host-specific 'natural-enemies'
(pathogens and insects) of the plants from their country of origin. Following intensive
surveys over several years by researchers from the Plant Protection Research Institute,
a number of potential agents was shortlisted and a few were selected to go through the
rigours of host testing in quarantine to ensure their safety for release in South Africa.
Despite being problematic plants, a number of the wattles still provide huge benefits to
the community. Black and green wattle remain important commercial species through the
production of high quality paper pulp, fine furniture is crafted from blackwood trees.Wood
from several of the species is cut and used for firewood, as well as being sold, bringing an
income to resource- poor communities. (See: In Praise of Exotics, Piscator No 124, July,
1992 – Editor).
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Black wattle trees dominating the banks of the Berg River at Slanghoek. Photo by F
Impson.

This 'conflict of interest' over the desirable vs detrimental qualities of the invasive acacias
not only delayed the initiation of the biocontrol programme, but has also largely driven the
selection of biological control agents. For the most part there has been emphasis on agents
that impact on the reproductive capacity of the plants without otherwise damaging them.
Biological control of Australian acacias finally got underway in 1982, and now, some 30
years since the first surveys were carried out, 10 of the most invasive of the species are
under some form of biological control. The programme utilises (either singly or in
combination), bud-galling wasps, flower-galling flies, seed-feeding weevils and a gall rust
fungus – all of which are specific to their particular acacia host plant, and all of which have
established successfully following their release. Since the acacias thrive in a wide range
of habitats including grasslands, coastal and mountain habitats, urban areas, natural and
cultivated forests and riparian zones, which are not all immediately relevant to South African
anglers, the focus here is on two of the species which infest the latter zone. The particular
partners in crime, long-leaved wattle and black wattle, do not only have negative impacts
on biodiversity above the water level. They also impact scarce water resources by reducing
run off and stream flow through evapo-transpiration, and the water bodies along which they
thrive are also the source of dispersal for all the thousands of seeds which are produced annually. Furthermore, they are frequently responsible for clogging up river systems, and reducing
stream flow which impacts on the biota within the water bodies.
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A small bud-galling wasp was the first agent to be released against an Australian acacia,
and was selected specifically for long-leaved wattle.This tiny wasp has been a resounding
success, finding even the most isolated patches of its host plant and quietly getting on with
the job of effectively sterilizing it. The characteristic round, knobbly galls are even now
used by laymen as a means of identifying the plant. For those flower buds that do manage
to escape being galled, they meet with further fate in the form of a seed-feeding weevil.
Weevil adults feed on the seeds for sustenance and their larvae develop within the seeds,
eating out the entire contents before they vacate the pods via a small round exit hole to
pupate in the soil. Although seeds are still escaping into the system, without biological
control the weed situation would have increasingly worsened. Both agents have undoubtedly
curbed the spread of what was an extremely threatening plant, which in the early 1980s had
been ranked second in the 10 top invasive weeds in the fynbos biome.
The biological control programme against black wattle was a little longer in getting off
the ground, and the first releases of yet another species of seed-feeding weevil were only
initiated in 1993. This weevil behaves in an identical fashion to its congener on long-leaved
wattle. At first restricted to the Western Cape due to concerns of the wattle industry, releases
of the weevil are now permitted countrywide providing potential release sites in wattle
growing areas have been approved by representatives of the industry. Although by no means
a 'silver bullet', and relatively slow to disperse, the weevil once well established at a site can
destroy 50-70% of the seeds produced during the season. More recently, a flower-galling
midge has been introduced as a second weapon in the armoury against black wattle. The tiny
midge lays its eggs into the open flowers, and the larvae, rather like those of the gall wasp,
cause galls to develop, precluding the development of pods. Although it is still early days, the
impacts of the midge in areas where it has become established are quite remarkable, with seed
production being dramatically reduced, even to the point of being negligible at some sites.
Acacias are not the only invasive plants impacting on our river systems. Australian hakeas
blanket many of the Cape mountainsides in the important water catchment areas and, like
the acacias, have negative impacts on water run off. Hakeas also have a well established
suite of biological control agents, which include a seed-feeding weevil, seed-feeding moth,
and more recently a flower feeding weevil and stem boring beetle. The programme against
the plant is one of the longest running in the fynbos biome, having been initiated in the
1960s and it is still active today. It also represents a world first for using a seed-feeding
insect in a biocontrol programme against a perennial weed. As with the acacias, the seed
reduction by the weevils and the moth is likely to have contributed greatly to reduced
spread of this weed. And, with the newly-added impact of the stem borer, which has the
capacity to kill adult trees, it is anticipated that populations of the weed will also ultimately
decline. Just in case you might be thinking that the Australians might have something
against us, stop and draw breath. Pine trees from Europe and America have also been
thrown into the mix with no biocontrol measures in place at present. Floating and submerged
aquatic weeds (from the Americas, Europe and Asia) abound in many river systems, many
of which have successful biocontrol programmes which have been implemented against
them. Red sesbania, from South America, which was once a huge problem in rivers across
the country, is now only seen as small scattered plants thanks to the impacts of successful
biological control. (See: Bio-control of Hakea, Piscator No 133, November 2001. Editor).
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The black wattle seed weevil, Melanterius maculates. Photo by E Nel.

The longhorn beetle, Aphanasium australe, whose larvae bore in the root crown of
silky Hakea. Photo by E Nel.

So, next time you are casting your fly into the beautiful waters of a Cape stream – stop for
a second and raise your hat to some small six-legged creatures which are fighting a daily
fight to curb the spread of these invasive plants, because without them the waters might
look quite different.
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Gluhwein weather
Laurence Davies

J

enny and I booked a well earned, weekend’s rest at Giants Cup Wilderness Reserve,
(www.giantscup.co.za) early in June, and when the forecasts showed a number of cold
fronts coinciding with our trip, we were excited at the prospect of snow and cold weather,
with projected temperatures in single figures and minus 4° overnight. For many this
excitement at the cold weather might seem strange, but for us Durbanites, it meant roaring
fires, soups, red wine and of course some Gluhwein (mulled wine), a drink served hot,
which warms you from your toes to the top of your head almost instantly. In Durban we
rarely get the excuse to make a pot of Gluhwein.
Of course, fishing in Goshen Dam would present challenges because of the cold fronts, but
the fishing was a minor part of our plans, although I did tie up a whole bunch of LBJ flies
(little brown jobs – Zaks, GRHE, Woolly Worm etc) which were stored in a little ziplock
packet and safely ensconced in my top pocket when we left Durban.
On Friday we drove most of the way through some miserable rain which only let up when
we passed Bulwer. At Underberg we made our mandatory stop at Pucketty Farm to pick
up fresh bread, farm butter and 'Amazing Apricot Jam', which is truly amazing. We arrived
at the reserve at dusk, to find Giant's Cup proprietor, Wolf Avni ,warmly wrapped up and
he promptly directed us to our cottage, the Fisherman's Cottage (of course).
After unloading the car, I set about lighting the fire. The room was instantly warmed by the
wood fire, so we were warm from the outside. The next job was to tackle the inner self, so
I set about making the Gluhwein. The recipe that I use is one which Mark gave me many
years ago when we had a trip to Highover, on the Umkomaas River, and it includes cloves,
cinnamon, sugar, water, orange peel and of course, most importantly, red wine. I got the
stove going, added the water, sugar, orange peel and spices from their pre-packed ziplock
packets and when all the flavours had been infused, added the red wine. When it was warm
enough I poured out a steaming mug for each of us. Jenny complained that it was not spicy
enough, and I had to agree, but it did the job, because in no time we were warmed from
within. And it was great, sitting in front of the roaring fire, sipping the Gluhwein and being
hypnotised by the flames and crackle of the burning logs.

Fishing the Goshen Dam at the Giants Cup Wilderness Reserve. Photo by Wolf Avni.
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As one of proprietors, Wolf Avni’s Australian Cattle Dogs looks on. Photo by Wolf Avni.

Wolf had suggested fishing from the boat, rather than using my kick boat, because he said
that the water was cold enough to freeze the proverbials from a brass monkey, so I heeded
his advice. I have not fished from a boat for a long time but I was soon reminded why I
prefer the kick boat. Boats are noisy things and do not always want to stay in one place, or
go where you want them to. The water was cold, in fact bloody cold, crystal clear, and the
outside temperature was in the single figures, so I did not have much confidence in catching
any fish over the two days. I did try all of the recognised tricks to entice the trout, but to no
avail, not even seeing any fish. I probably only fished for about five to six hours in total over
the weekend. When we were leaving, Wolf agreed that my chances of catching would have
been very low in the circumstances. But, as I said previously, the fishing was a minor part
of our weekend, and we thoroughly enjoyed the beauty of the area with the Giants Cup and
its mantle of snow as a backdrop to the lake. We enjoyed the quiet, the lack of traffic noise,
and the silence only being broken by the geese, or fish eagle calls. The nights were pitch
black, and on the Saturday night, with the clear sky, the stars lit up. During the day
Wolf's dogs (Australian Cattle Dogs) would follow us around. One in particular took a
fancy to Jenny and kept her company all day, and stayed in the cottage until we went to
bed. Lovely dogs.
All in all, it was just what we needed, a break from the hustle and bustle of our suburban
lives and it was with a heavy heart that we packed up on the Sunday. I found my packet
of LBJ flies, which I had completely forgotten about, on the bedside table. I thought to
myself that I had better put them in their fly boxes before I lose them. After peering into the
packet, I gave it to Jenny and asked her to tell me what was in the packet. She said
"CLOVES". Her mouth dropped when I told her, that they were supposed to have gone into
the Gluhwein - I must have put my flies into the Gluhwein instead. No wonder the Gluhwein
wasn’t spicy enough! Thank goodness I weighted those flies, because they stayed in the
bottom of the pot and were chucked out with the dregs of the Gluhwein.
I have made Gluhwein since then, when we had friends around one cold evening, and, as
you can imagine, I took some ribbing about whether there were any trout flies in the
Gluhwein.
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Keurbooms River, Southern Cape home to centuries old brown trout
and the biggest redfin population in
the fynbos biome?
Dean Impson, CapeNature and Ernst Swartz, SAIAB

T

he Keurbooms is a well known river to anglers living in the Knysna - PlettenbergBay
area as it is one of the very few rivers in the southern Cape that provide fly fishing for
trout. It is better known for its excellent angling in its estuary, including very good saltwater
fly fishing for leervis, skipjack, mullet and, when in the mood, grunter.
The fly fishing for trout is centred around the farm Outeniqua Trout Lodge on the upper
reaches of the Keurbooms River, where its tributary the Kwaai joins it. The trout farm has
been in operation since the mid 1980’s, focusing on the farming of trout for stocking of
nearby dams, the Keurbooms River at the farm and for the table market. Recently, due
to damage from severe flooding, its owner, Dr Ingo Vennemann, has downscaled the
trout farming operation significantly and is increasingly focusing on ecotourism (see
www.outeniquatrout.co.za) and fly fishing for rainbow and brown trout in the rivers on
his property.
The Kwaai River is notable in being a gem of a stream flowing through a near-pristine
catchment and holding decent numbers of small but beautifully marked brown trout.
Catching these fishes is not easy – it is the realm of fit and adventurous flyfishers that love
fishing small streams.

There has been considerable debate around the origin of these browns, and the editor
requested that we investigate this for Piscator. We consulted Harrison (1951), Hey (1926,
1927) and De Moor and Bruton (1988), who have dealt with trout introductions into South
African and Western Cape waters in some detail, but there is no reference to the actual
stocking of brown or rainbow trout into the Keurbooms.
Dr Vennemann was consulted about the origin of the brown trout, and he came up with
a very interesting story. Apparently, Thomas Bain, the master road builder, was a keen
fly fisher and spent some of his later years living next to the upper Keurbooms River after
completing the 70km Prince Alfred Pass, part of which passes through the Keurbooms
valley. Wikipedia reveals that Thomas and his father Andrew left a remarkable and lasting
road building legacy in South Africa, having completed 22 of the 23 mountain roads and
passes built in the 1800s. We still use many of these passes today. While working in the
Keurbooms area, Thomas Bain apparently saw the potential of the rivers for trout fishing
and recommended stockings of brown trout, which according to Ingo took place between
1895 and 1905. Thomas Bain died in 1893, with the first successful brown trout stockings
in the Cape taking place in 1890, so it is unlikely that he ever caught a Keurbooms brown
trout. However, if Ingo’s information is correct, then the Kwaai has some of the oldest
brown trout in South Africa. Maybe readers can shed further information on this story.
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The upper section of the Kwaai tributary to the Keurbooms River. Although the water is
clear, the banks are infested with wattle.

The first owner of Plett Mountain trout, according to Dr Vennemann, introduced rainbow
trout to the Keurbooms River for the first time (mid 1980s).
More recently, the second author completed a PhD on the redfin group, focusing on
phylogenetic relationships between its seven species in the genus Pseudobarbus. This work
looked in detail at genetic diversity within the group, including the existence of new species,
or lineages with strikingly different variation (also called Evolutionary Significant Units or
ESUs). This work highlighted that the fynbos region is home to a much greater diversity of
redfin species than previously recognised (Swartz 2005; Swartz et al. 2009) and these are
in the process of being described at the South African Institute of Aquatic Biodiversity
(SAIAB).This work included the two redfin species in the Keurbooms River System,
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A stonefly nymph on the Kwaai – always an indicator of water purity. Photo by Gary
Glen-Young.

A brown trout caught on the Kwaai. Photo by Billy de Jong.

namely the slender redfin Pseudobarbustenuis and the Eastern Cape redfin P. afer. The
research revealed that the slender redfin from the Keurbooms River system, which only
occurs in a few small tributaries, is different genetic lineage (ESU) to the populations in
the Gourits River system. The slender redfin lineage in the Gourits River system is much
more widespread than its Keurbooms cousin, which makes the latter lineage of conservation
concern (Swartz 2005). While a new lineage was also discovered in the Eastern Cape
redfin, called the forest redfin, it is much more widespread than the Keurbooms lineage of the
slender redfin, because it occurs in the main stem Keurbooms and several of its tributaries,
including the Kwaai. The forest redfin also occurs from the Klein Brak to Tsitsikamma
River systems across the Garden route, making this the most widespread redfin lineage in
terms of river systems, and therefore not of high conservation concern at this stage (Swartz
et al. 2007).
In the Kwaai, there appears to be a healthy balance between the browns and the forest
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Billy de Jong fishing the kwaai tributary of the Keurbooms River. Photo by Leonard
Flemming.

redfins. This appears to be due to the browns being small and low in number. The browns
are also mainly found in the cooler upper reaches of the river in summer, while redfins
breed in the warmer lower reaches. All of these factors substantially reduce the predation
pressure of the brown trout on the redfins.
Unfortunately, until recently this healthy situation was not repeated in the mainstem, where
regular stockings of adult rainbow trout by the trout lodge, decimated the Forest redfin
population in the vicinity of the farm. Surveys showed that the Forest redfin recovered
strongly further downstream, as stocked trout numbers dropped off and the water quality
of the river improved. Redfin numbers are so large in this section of the river, that the
Keurbooms likely has the largest population of any redfin species in the fynbos biome.
CapeNature obviously would like to secure the future of the indigenous fishes in the
Keurbooms system. Reducing the impact of the brown trout population in the Kwaai is
not seen as a conservation priority and these fishes will therefore continue to provide joy to
the anglers that seek them. The issue of the “put and take” fishery in the Keurbooms River
needs careful appraisal as this is the only such permitted “put and take” river fishery for
trout in the Western Cape Province. Dr Vennemann has advised that he has substantially
reduced trout stockings into the Keurbooms River since the 2007 floods, and now only
stocks small numbers of adult fish when conditions permit. . Dr Ingo Vennemann, who is
also chairman of the middle Keurbooms Conservancy (30 000ha), has stressed his willingness
to work closely with CapeNature in the interests of river and catchment conservation in the
Keurbooms valley.
References are available upon request.
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Trout in SA: A case for genetic
studies
John McLachlan

T

he first successful consignment of trout to reach the Cape was in 1892 when brown
trout ova were hatched at Anneberg brewery in Newlands (Piscator no.97).
Soon after this, several imports of ova occurred and trout were stocked throughout South
Africa from the Liesbeek in the south to the northern parts of the Drakensberg. Over
time these trout populations became more isolated due to man’s activities and today wild
trout populations are restricted to the upper alpine sections of rivers and streams. As early
as the 1940s writers in Piscator such as Lawrie Kingma noticed that rivers such as the
Eerste and Berg had become polluted and silted and that trout had been forced to move to
the upper reaches.
As these populations became more isolated the chances of genetic variation increased
and could lead to a situation where trout in one stream may show genetic differences to a
population in another stream. As an example, the brown trout of the Keurbooms River
system near Plettenberg Bay are very isolated as there are no other rivers in that region
with trout. They show, I believe, strong signs of sexual dimorphism with males being
much darker than females. These differences are not always apparent in other brown trout
populations. A similar example is the male rainbows of the Spekboom River in the Transvaal.
Here the male fish seem to remain in breeding colouration throughout the year and have
thus been called Spekboom River reds. These features presumably evolved after the original
introductions.
The evolutionary pressures on trout in South Africa would vary substantially to those
encountered in Europe or the northern hemisphere with summer temperatures, greater
predation and higher breeding temperatures being critical to a population’s success. I
believe interesting genetic tests could be done to see if significant genetic variation occurs
among South African trout populations and whether these results are significant in relation
to the original trout introduced. Is it possible that South Africa has the world’s most diverse
rainbow and brown trout populations?
I have fished the Keurbooms River and its tributaries since the 1980s. Brown trout are the only
trout species to have formed a permanent breeding population in that system Martin Davies of
the JLB Smith Department of Ichthyology at Rhodes University believes they were introduced
about a century ago but does not have a specific reference. I have looked through the library
at JLB Smith and have perused old CPS journals but could only find a reference to streams
close to Humansdorp being stocked with ova from Pirie in about 1902.
The upper Keurbooms River would have been very remote in those days and thus ova may
have been shipped to Knysna and then transported to the upper Keurbooms, but I cannot find
a reference to the initial stocking. The Keurbooms stream becomes warm in midsummer and
to survive I believe the brown trout migrate up the cooler tributaries until more favourable
conditions return. This may explain why the minnow population in the Keurbooms system is
strong, as the trout are not resident in the main stream throughout the year.
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Leonard Flemming fishing the evening rise on the Kwaai. Photo by Billy de Jong.

Editor’s note: Former CPS chairman, Gerard Barnardt wrote: “I know the Keurbooms
very well and have often fished it in the past. I have also fished its tributary, the Kwaai
River, which joins the Keurbooms at Prince Alfred Pass at De Vlugt. This is also the
home of the Plett Mountain Trout hatchery which regularly stocked the river. The old
farm also had two stuffed brown trout (probably around 7lbs each) that were caught in
the river. This begs the question: How does such a relatively small river sustain such big
fish? One day we caught mullet in one of the pools below the farm, and the possibility
exists that these big trout could have been hunting mullet migrating upstream from the
Keurbooms.”
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Bright spot dry flies - a local
consensus
Ed Herbst

I

n his book, New Zealand’s best trout flies, compiled by Peter Scott, Pheasant Tail
Publishing, 2006, guide Peter Carty writes: "Because parachute patterns sit low, they can
be difficult to see. A white post in some situations is of no help at all. These days, I tie most
of mine with a post of pink antron and have found that this is the best all round colour to
see. I have a few in other colours, usually fluoro, in case I have a customer who is colourblind. Tie a few with a black post too. In really bad light this is often the best colour to see."
In 1929 while fishing the Ausable River in the Adirondack Mountains of New York state,
Lee Wulff developed a series of flies which were eventually to bear his name. His objective
was a fly that rode the boisterous currents with greater buoyancy and were easier to see
than the British dry flies then in vogue. His use of white bucktail in the White Wulff and
later the Royal Wulff made these flies a lot more visible, particularly at twilight.
More than half a century later the next big breakthrough came when George Harvey and
Joe Humphreys, plagued with failing eyesight, tied an Adams with pink wing tips from
some dyed grizzly capes given to them by Bucky Metz. These flies with were in no way
less effective than the standard Adams, but could be tracked far more easily on the water.
Here’s how George Harvey described these experiments: "In May 1983 I was given some
Metz hen saddle patches dyed fluorescent orange, hot pink, yellow and green. Since I had
been using coloured hen saddle patches for divided wings on some dry-fly patterns I most
frequently use, I decided to see if the fluorescent wings would help me to see the flies and
find out how the trout would react to the brilliant colours.
"The first fly I experimented with was a deer hair ant. I wanted to see how the burnt wing
compared with the fluorescent red lacquer I had been using on the back to make the fly
more visible. The first wing I tied was hot pink. I could see the fly as far as I could the
lacquered version and the wing was still visible when the deer hair was practically torn
apart. It was a phenomenal experience to see trout rise and take fluorescent flies without
hesitation. The best part was that I could see the flies in quiet or riffly water and missed
very few rises. It turned the frustration I had been experiencing into delightful days astream
again.
"On many small mountain streams overgrown with rhododendron and other trees and
shrubs, the light is so dim it is difficult to see beneath the foliage. Joe Humphreys and I
gave the fluorescent deer ants a real test on such a stream and the results were even better
than I had hoped for. When certain light conditions exist, especially dense shaded areas,
we were able to see the green fluorescent wings a little better." From: Fluorescent Flies
(Techniques of Trout Fishing and Fly Tying) by George Harvey, Nick Lyons Books,
1990.
As parachute flies became more accepted, bright pink parachute posts became a valuable
alternative for those who find dry flies difficult to follow. One of the leading guides in the
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A small rainbow caught on a bright spot parachute on the Jan Du Toits stream.

USA, Pat Dorsey, recommends fluorescent pink posts on parachute dries in his outstanding
book, Tying and Fishing Tailwater Flies, Stackpole Books, 2010.
Cape Town’s Phillip Meyer and Mark Krige tie Parachute RABs to order using white or
pink Frizz Fibre from Fishient for the parachute posts, http://www.tomsutcliffe.co.za/
index.php/fly-tying/105-new-dry-fly-the-halo-hackle-rab-variant and, in the past year
and prompted by a post on the best attractor dry flies on the midcurrent web site, http://
midcurrent.com/experts/favorite-searching-dry-flies/ an email debate ensued on whether
brightly-coloured posts on parachute flies attract or repel trout.
Ed Herbst: If you lose track of your dry fly or emerger, the visual element which makes
dry fly fishing so appealing is lost for me at least. The alternative is to use a tiny bright
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yarn or float putty strike indicator but these often seem to get more strikes than the fly
you are using. Trout thus seem to be attracted to rather than repelled by these bright
colours.
Experienced Gauteng fly fisher, Gary Glen-Young, who has fished for South Africa at
several World Fly Fishing Championships, swears that pink posts on Klinks, parachutes
etc do not make fish turn away.
This would seem to accord with the view that size and shape are the most important
factors in dry flies, particularly given the fact that they are seen in silhouette against the sky.
Craig Thom: I have a problem with the visibility thing. Always be visible - to whom? It
may be my imagination, but I feel that flies without bright sighting posts are more effective.
This means straining harder to see them, hoping you know more or less where it lands and
watch for the splash, using a bigger dry as well as a spotter, or getting closer to the water
level where you can see it better (Still haven’t found waders that let me lie on my belly).
One way around the visibility problem in the late afternoon is to fish two dries, one light,
one dark.
Stephen Dugmore: I am with Craig on this one. In my admittedly limited experience of
testing one against the other, it seems to me that flies with small white posts, or no post
at all, are much less spooky to fish than pink ones particularly on more sparsely hackled
flies. Looking at a fly from the underside I prefer not to see any pink.
But I also agree with Ed that if you can't see the damn things then I'll sacrifice some takes
for the ability to track the fly
Peter Brigg: I'm with Stephen on this one - I rarely cast far enough not to be able to see a
small white foam or antron post. I also just can't think pink and even if it doesn't bother the
fish, I'm not comfortable with it and probably lose confidence. It's like cutting a beautiful
run in half with a fluorescent orange or yellow fly line-it just doesn't sit easy with me. White
is so much more natural and looks like the bubbles which are ever-present along the current
line - ask Rhodes guide, Fred Steynberg, why he prefers white strike indicator yarn - same
reason. But, I guess it can do no harm to have a few in your box - when all else fails,it is
very visible. Japanese fly fishers strongly favour bright pink posts and they fish testing
small streams with clear water and banks that have a lot of vegetation which shades the
water.
Darryl Lampert: I haven't found a problem with fish refusing fluorescent red or pink
parachutes - but then I tend to trim my parachute posts fairly short. If it is a concern, you
can always tie a small amount of pink or fluorescent red antron surrounded by white/grey/
black antron. That way you get to see the fly and the fish will only see the white/grey/black
when viewed from below. A couple of strands of fluorescent red surrounded by black
shows up very well.
MC Coetzer: Interesting. I'm stuck somewhere in the middle here. I have found that
bright posts definitely scare fish, so I will not use them unless it is absolutely necessary.
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Tom Sutcliffe’s One Feather CDC Midge with a bright orange yarn post which proved
exceptionally successful on the Itchen in England.

Bright posts become absolutely necessary only when I can't track the fly (tied with a white
post) and this normally only occurs in the early morning or late afternoon when there is too
much glare on the water.
Being able to see the fly is the more important consideration for me but I have definitely
found bright posts to be less effective than plain white or gray. The other side of this coin
- why are flies like G & B Low Floaters (tied with a bright orange body) or sub surface
bright beaded nymphs so effective if a bright post, which is half hidden behind a hackle,
scares fish? Maybe the bright post problem is all in the mind-my mind.
I first started using them in 2006 when we prepared for the nationals down here. It was
probably under the influence of Gary Glen-Young. But even during the early part of
that season on the Elandspad, fish would turn away from the fly at the last second. The
moment I switched back to the exact pattern with a white post, the fish would simply eat
the fly. This happened repeatedly over the course of a couple of weeks and I eventually
only used them when it was the only solution to glare. On the Smalblaar’s slower runs
it was even worse. I still carry a few but must admit that I hardly ever take them out72
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possibly because I don’t fish that early or late in the day.
A number of years ago maybe eight - I thought it would be a good idea to incorporate a
Royal Coachman/Wulff-style body (red Holo-Flash between two segments of peacock
herl) into a small all-black parachute pattern that had been working extremely well for me.
No trout ever took those flies and despite numerous attempts to make it work, there are still
one or two left in my boxes. This was the only change I made to the previously-successful
pattern which had a slim body of black superfine dubbing. Strange. This whole discussion
is very interesting. It does however seem that being able to see the fly is the primary
consideration and that this is why anglers with failing eyesight, prefer the bright posts.
Giordano (Zamps) Zamparini: I mainly fish the Broedersroom and Helpmekaar streams
in the Magoebaskloof mountains near Polokwane but have also fished the clear streams of
Slovenia and Argentina. I find that visibility depends on contrast. A white post bobbing in
the bubble line and surrounded by foam is difficult for me to see. I accordingly tie the post
in two contrasting colours. This makes a beneficial difference.
Stanton Hector: I am partial to tying parachutes as well as other flies using white material
as a sighter. However, a few months ago I picked up some orange Spirit River poly yarn
after seeing Tom Sutcliffe’s CDC Midge, http://www.tomsutcliffe.co.za/index.php/flytying/95-tying-the-cdc-midge.
This prompted me to come up with the High Mountain Midge which is tied with a stripped
peacock quill body and a peacock herl thorax beneath a CDC parachute hackle wrapped
around an orange yarn post. The post/sighter is then cut short and at an angle to minimise
the chances of fish spotting it. I tie these from size 16 down to 20. I christened the fly a
few months ago and it is extremely effective despite the orange post. However the orange
still didn’t sit that comfortably with me so I opted for the lime coloured yarn (they call it
lime, but in reality it’s very close to being white). Fish reacted equally well to both colours
fished side by side on the Smalblaar. So, the colour of post or spotters, I feel, is a personal
choice, really.
Mark Krige: Can and do trout distinguish colour above the waterline? Does colour at least
partly affect the response of a trout to feed on or reject a potential food item? Do pressured
trout 'wise up' and become wary of certain colours, especially 'unnatural' colours?
For me, the answer to all three questions is yes. In addition, I've noticed that some of the
wariest trout I've come across were totally unpressured by anglers. Wariness, I believe, is
not solely the result of fishing pressure.
What is interesting, too, is that sometimes the addition of an 'unnatural' colour can trigger a
strike provided it is used sparingly. Think of the Europeans' use of pink CDC in mayfly and
caddis wings and our own use of red triggers on dry flies.
If an angler feels that bright posts are detrimental, it is fortunately pretty simple to construct
a stacked post in which the bright material is veiled by white or an otherwise neutral colour.
The bright material is highly visible when viewed from above, but remains invisible from
below.
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Herman Potgieter hooks a trout on the exceptionally clear Jan du Toit's stream. Are
bright spot parachutes successful under such conditions? Photo by Stephen Dugmore.

Herman Botes: Yellowfish, (which can be more selective than trout) and trout do react
negatively to bright, fluorescent posts or wings on flies but this depends on the fly pattern
and the way it sits in the water.
This has been evidenced in a very interesting way. When the fish in slow, flat water comes
up for a Klinkhamer or parachute style emerger with a fluoro red post, it spots the red post
at the last second and refuses. When I fish the vertical style emerger the fish just about
never refuses the pattern with a red post even in daylight. This leads me to believe that with
shallow emergers the fish focuses on the film and above-surface profile and, with vertical
emergers, the focus shifts to the film and the section of the fly that is below the surface.
(The fluoro red post does seem too much, but it is essential to see your pattern in the bad,
low angled light of the winter sun and at dusk. Where the light is good I fish a flouro white
post).
The consensus, then, seems to be that dry flies with brightly-coloured, fluorescent wing
posts should be avoided unless visibility is a problem and that, on shaded streams, fluorescent
chartreuse wings are easier to spot than orange or pink.
“It would not be wise to omit tiny flies entirely, even for a small-stream selection.
When you need them there will be no substitutes. When size is critical,
it’s surprising how often shape and colour are not.” Dave Hughes, Trout from
Small Streams, Stackpole Books, 2002.
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Mozambique fishing trip to BD
Lodge
Ivan Shamley

A

fter nearly a year of planning my son, James, and I set off on Friday 1 April for our
nine-day fishing trip to BD Lodge, Inhassoro Mozambique. All went well from the
early morning check-in with 1Time Airlines at CPT International Airport to the flight leaving
on time for Johannesburg. No problem there too, we got our luggage all OK and checked
in at LAM Airways for our flight to Vilanculos via Inhambane. Our biggest concern was
our luggage going missing, as all our tackle apart from reels and rods (which we insisted
on carrying as hand-luggage), was in the bags. Fortunately, all went well until after a very
scary landing in Inhambane, where we had to disembark while they refuelled the plane,
then April Fools Day kicked in, and we found our luggage offloaded, which was quickly
rectified and 45mins later we were safely in Vilanculos.
Our host Gerry Krause met us there, bundled us into the lodge Landcruiser for the 130Km
drive North to BD Lodge. We had to catch low tide as the last 24kms drive is along the
beach to BD Point and so stopped at Johnstone’s Bar on the beach to wait for the tide and
enjoy some ice cold local beers. Just after sunset, we were welcomed by a jovial Carlos
and Cassia, who got us settled in our new home for the next nine days, a very spacious casa
(chalet) a few metres from the beach. Dinner was calamari and prawns, no fresh fish on
the menu as yet, but this we sorted out on Monday. Very content after a long day, we
headed for bed early, once our fly rods had been rigged for an early morning start.
After a comfortable sleep, we were up at dawn around 5:30am and headed for BD Point,
some 300m from our casa. Our timing was perfect, with the outgoing tide halfway out and
some visible ledges and the deep channel within easy reach. The point is fairly narrow,
with mangroves as backdrop and the deep water channel forming a U-shape as it flowed
out of the lagoon and into the sea. Being positive for a big one, we started with our heavy
rods (a 9 and 10 weight). By the third cast I had a follow of my Polarfibre Minnow pattern
and shortly thereafter I was on. I landed a beautiful snapper of under 1 kg, small but we
knew there were fish. A couple of casts later I had my first kingy. James landed his shortly
thereafter. We worked the edge of the channel with various baitfish and clouser patterns,
including a 1/0 silver “minimalist” deceiver, which became a favorite during our stay. The
fish were small, but fought strongly and gave us a good tussle.
For the rest of our stay, we spent most of our fishing time along this spot and landed a large
number of kingies, snappers, rockcod and mix bag of fish - a total of 18 different species.
As the lagoon was a major breeding area for these fish, we carefully practised CAR. The
beauty about BD Point is that you have surf, a deep channel and some great lagoon
shallows or channels to fish, all within a 200-300 metre stretch of shore. At higher tides, the
mangrove base formed perfect ledges to cast from.
No large fish were landed and it was only on our last day, Saturday 9th, during the
afternoon incoming tide and after the big storm, that we were lucky to watch some
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James Shamley with a fish caught on a trip to the BD Lodge in Mozambique.

spectacular barracuda leaps and somersaults for about half an hour. I had run back to the
casa to get James’ 9 weight, which was rigged with bite trace and chartreuse Deceiver. We
took turns working the channel, with long casts and fast retrieves into the rough waters,
where the incoming tide and waves met the outflow from the river. Unfortunately, luck
was not on our side despite a number of good follows and superfast stripping, we did not
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get a hookup and soon the fish disappeared.
Sunday, our second day in paradise, was windy and eventually, with a NE headon for us
working the Point, we had to give up. Then it proceeded to blow gale force turning the sea
into a washing machine. That evening we planned our first deep sea boat trip for Monday
along with Gerry, our skipper and guide. He had all the heavy conventional tackle and
some lighter spinning rods on the boat, we just needed our flyrods and some large 5/0 flies.
Thanks to advice and a shopping spree at StreamX in Cape Town, we had all the fly tackle
for deep sea saltwater fishing.
On Monday we woke to a near perfect day and by 6:30am we were heading out due East
to the deep sea. The boat, Karools, is a large 24foot cat with two Yamaha 115hp 4strokes,
comfortable deck area and fish landing deck between the engines. About 16km out we
spotted some birds and Gerry was the first to see the splashes on the water. We rigged the
trolling rods with rapalas and some large feather lures and headed towards the activity. As
we approached, the first ratchet screamed and James grabbed the rod. After a good fight
landed our first nice sized king mackerel of the trip. With all the surface activity we decided
to spin with light tackle and shinning spinners and soon landed a queen mackerel (Natal
snoek).
When the fish suddenly disappeared, Gerry scanned the horizon and quickly pointed us
towards another school working bait fish on the surface. We landed quite a few snoek and
the odd King Mackerel as we worked the fish and moved along with them. We soon came
to appreciate Gerry's skill and experience as a seasoned fishing guide. We decided not to
head out for our initial destination, a reef at the 24km mark, but continued to work the
schools of mackerel we were following. We and the lodge needed fish, and we still had
six days ahead of us to hook the big GTs we had come for. With the fish box nearly full,
James started working a school of mackerel with our 10 weight rod using a chartreuse
Deceiver, and after a few fast strips hooked a snoek right next to the boat. After a good
fight, with some 80yds of backing off the reel, he landed his first big fish on fly.
Things got quiet and we trolled further out in an Easterly direction. Gerry wanted a cobia
(prodigal son) that day and after a short while we had another ratchet screaming. Again it
was James' turn and he had a strong fight on his hands, different to anything else we had
landed so far. The fish had a couple of good runs and took loads of line, but eventually
James landed the cobia we had sought. The rest of the morning we picked up some more
mackerel and eventually headed home just after 12:00 very excited and planning our next
trip. There was good fishing to be had in the area and we were in the right spot.
Our next boat trip was to be to a reef with very deep drop-offs, Gerry's Spot, for some
quality fishing and that big GT. Unfortunately, after a great start to the trip, the weather
changed and we never got out to sea again. Over the next few days, we continued to work
the point and channel, happily landing many fish on fly, between soaking rain showers and
gale force winds. We were not going to let the foul weather spoil our trip.
Friday initially looked promising for our trip to the reefs, but alas, a storm of hurricane
proportions hit the Mozambique coast causing damage to the some of the lodge’s casas
and changing the beach by removing half a metre on sand and exposing mangrove roots and
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The pristine beaches at the BD Lodge in Mozambique.

base. We were forced to stay indoors most of the day and could only hope that it would
clear up by Saturday, our last day there. Again positively, we prepared our tackle and
awoke at first light very hopeful. The day was spent on semi-dry land with the sea still way
too rough to go to sea. We ended up doing the tourist thing and caught a lift with Gerald
the new lodge manager, to Inhassoro to checkout the village and locals.
That evening we were joined by Gerry and Cassia and the Zimbabwe family, who had
also spent the week at BD Lodge, for a fish braai (we did have some boerewors for Gerry)
and ended our stay on a very happy note. Sunday saw two unhappy guys packing their kit
and after a hearty breakfast at the restaurant, we headed for Vilanculos and ultimately Cape
Town and home. The trip home was uneventful and after a short delay in Johannesburg,
we were home that evening by 11:00pm. All in all a wonderful trip and experience of a
lifetime, despite the weather.
I can highly recommend BD Lodge as an affordable destination with comfortable facilities
for both family holidays and fishing trips. Your can fly in or drive, but a 4x4 is required. If
you are planning a fishing trip to Mozambique and want to be away from the more touristy
spots, this is a definite. Some good advice, book Gerry Krause in advance for your deepsea
fishing. Details for the BD Lodge is available on their website: www.bdlodge.co.za; Google
Maps location: http://maps.google.com/maps?t=h&hl=en&ie=UTF8&ll=21.263161,35.114292&spn=0.041114,0.084543&z=14; GPS Co-ordinates:
21°15’47.38" S 35°06’51.45" E.
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Black bass in the Cape Province
Second report on the progress of
American large-mouth black bass
(micropterus salmoides, lacepede)
A C Harrison
Published 1936
Forty-five largemouth black bass fingerlings (bred in Holland in 1927) were brought out
by steamer under the care of Mr. R. J. Neville, Hon. Secretary of the Rand Piscatorial
Association, Johannesburg, and were handed over to Mr. F. G. Chaplin, Curator of the
Government Trout Hatchery, Jonkershoek, Stellenbosch, on February 20th, 1928.
These imported bass spawned at Jonkershoek for the first time during the spring months
(October/November) of 1929, and from June 14th to December 15th, 1930, a small number
of young South African-bred bass were distributed to other waters.
In the last report, evidence was advanced that the 1929-bred bass, which were planted
during 1930 in Brand Vlei, Worcester (a somewhat turbid irrigation lake connected by its
outlet with the Breede River), and in Paarde Vlei Lake, Somerset West (a clear industrial
reservoir), had spawned during October/November, 1931, and that a large and dominant
year-class had resulted.

Reflections In Green And Gold
Garrett Evans
It was at about the same time last season, that there were about the same sort of conditions:
the same shimmering rich dappled light of early morning and evening, of dazzling green
and gold all along the stream, and in the hills, and reflected in the water.
Downstream below the big row of poplars, there are big fish in the deeps and up under the
heavy cover.
But to be back upstream in my old haunts, is good too - the water there is faster-moving for
the most part and the pools and riffles more open and interesting. The picnic ground of the
Outram Gorge attracts and holds large numbers of trout. As picnic spots did at Dartmeet
back in Devon, and on the Manifold and Dove and by the rustic cheese factories of
Derbyshire. After wasp larva, a trout is probably most fond of cheese.
Parking my aged SUV on the sandbar of the Gorge, it was easy to wade across to the
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opposite unwooded bank. Sometimes when the water’s up its impossible.
This time, half way across, I noticed a fish rising under the trees ahead - there were small
dimpled rises which often mean a big fish. A size 16 manuka fly gently landed and was
immediately taken. Tightening, there was that slow flapping back and forth of a large
trout's head. And then the fish came out into the shallower water where it was clearly
visible against the sand bottom. I was surprised how long it was. It was clearly not
the sort of fish you could quickly horse in, particularly not on a little Hardy’s #3, 6’ 3” rod , a
little gem that has served well for a great many years.
The trout swam round bending the 'Midge' rod - there were a number of rushes into
deeper water. Eventually the fish was drawn into the shallows and on to the sand and
gravel. It’s always a tense time when they're run aground, walked up like a dog on a lead.
They sometimes come off then. I flipped him up the gravelly bank and the priest descended
on his head.
It was a cock fish with sharp teeth, it could have weighed another pound but was in good
condition. It was beautifully marked and just 4 lbs.
Since it wasn't far, I took it back to the truck, then re-crossed the Taieri and proceeded
upstream where I had two smaller fish that would fit into my Abu 'Roken' (Smoker).
So, going downstream, the colours were softer. I was returning to an empty house though
there were two dogs and two cats to talk to. My wife was up north visiting our daughters.
There would be no light in the window.
There was an almost pleasant sort of melancholy loneliness, as the light thickened and the
night came on.
Editor's note: Garrett has contributed to Piscator for close on 30 years. He now lives in
New Zealand. A compendium of his essays, Huckleberry Days, Echoing Green Press,
2010, is available from Craig Thom at Netbooks, http://www.netbooks.co.za/.
"Time and again I’ve witnessed trout, especially large trout, snubbing profuse
mayfly hatches in favour of foraging on spent spinners, although the spinners
may be present in lesser numbers than the emerging insects. Nor does the
relative sizes of the flies seem to alter this behaviour significantly, since more
often than not, I've found that trout tend to opt for small spinners over larger
duns. And why not? To a trout, after all, a spinner represents a sure thing.
"The spent dressing that knocks 'em out on the flats in the hour before dark can
be equally effective in prospecting pockets at midday. Trout are prone to bolt
spent spinner patterns on fast water because these low-floating flies represent
titbits that simply cannot get away. The fish are programmed with the surety of a
computer to obtain maximum food for minimum effort, and toward that end,
regardless of the hour, there is no better target for them than the obviously
helpless spent spinner.”
Spent spinners your carrion angels, Art Lee, Lore of Trout Fishing,
Human Kinetics, 1999.
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"There will always be bamboo rodmakers, because bamboo
possesses characteristics beyond other rod material. Bamboo has heart,
muscle and sinew. A rod of bamboo is a living thing and you will
never go to the river alone because the maker who fashioned it is
always with you. All the engineering skill in the world cannot put
heart into glass, metals or high technology synthetics. Pick up a
sleeping bamboo rod and feel it come to life in your hand. Break the
tip of a graphite rod and there's no harm done or felt except
perhaps to one’s wallet. There may even be a no-fault lifetime
guarantee to mitigate such a loss. But snap the tip of a
bamboo rod and one's heart breaks with it."
Jordan the Rodmaker, a biography of Wesley D Jordan at CrossSouth Bend – Orvis, by William H Jordan,
The Whitefish Press, 2011.

